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SUMMARY 

The main part of this thesis is devoted to generalised 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes. We show how to construct such 
processes on 2-uniformly smooth Bauach spices. We give two 

methods of constructing Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type processes 

on m? nifolds with sufficient structure, including on finite 
dimensional Riemannian manifold where we actually construct 

a. process on the orthonormal bundle 0(M) and project down to 
M to obtain the required process. We show that in the 

simplest case on a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold 
the two constructions give rise to. the same process. We 

construct the infinitesimal generator of this process. 
We show that,, given a Hilbert space and a Bonach sp=ce 

E with Wa Brownian motion on E whose index set includes 

[0, R], and X: ' H-->L(E; H) , V: H--->H satisfying sufficient 
boundedness and Lipschitz conditions, the solutions of the 
family of o. d. e. 's dxý=X(xg)vFdt+V(xj, )dt (where v.,,, is an 
O-U velocity process on E) ,' indexed by w eSL where SZ- is 

the probability space over which W is defined, converges in 
L2-norm to a solution of dx=X (x) dW+V (x) dt, both solutl cns 
having the same starting point. We show that the convergence 
is uniform over [O, R] in probability-. and include a proof 
of Elworthy, 'fromi'Stochastic Differential Equations on 
Manifolds' (Warwick University preprint, 1978) to show that 
convergence still occurs when the processes are constructed 
on suitable manifolds (Elworthy's proof is for piecewise 
linear approximations). We extend our results to include 

0-U processes in Eorce-fields'. We follow the method of 
Elworthy to show the uniform convergence of the flows 

of the constructed processes. 
Finally we prove similar convergence theorems for 

piecewise-linear approximations, following the proofs of 
Elworthy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main topic considered in this thesis is that of 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (0-U) processes which we will construct 

on suitable objects. We show that, under certain conditions, 

our O-U processes converge to similarly constructed Brownian 

motions. We also consider piecewise linear approximations 

to Brownian motion and mention, briefly, Malliavin's 

approximation. 

The first chapter deals with the concepts we will need 

for the later work. Its first section extracts a few key 
concepts Pnd results from the work of Eells -nd 
Elworthy ( as expounded in Elworthy [4]) on 
stochastic dynamical systems, while the second uses one of 

theirresults (the Itö formula on a Hilbert space) to obtain 

an 'integration by parts' formula which generalises that 

of McShane [lam , p. 127]. The third section draws mainly from 

the work of Neidhardt [1(] and lists some of his results 

for stochastic integration on 2-uniformly smooth Banach spaces 

(a Banach space E is 2-uniformly smooth if there exists 

AE>O s. t. ? ý(jx+yjj2 + flx-y, 'E1 < Ix + AE'IyI(E for all x, yeE). 

In this case we have the inequality, EtJ GdW)(E<AEEfö (I GýVdt, 

and if E is a Hilbert space we have corresponding 4.2m 

inequalities. We prove the well-known fact that if E is a 

Hilbert space and L: H ->E 
0 is 

space into a Danach space , whici 

W on E0 then fB (dW, dW) = Str 
LBcdt 

In sections 4 and 5 we again 

the inclusion of a Hilbert 

1 generates a Brownian motion 

for B(E)B L2 (Eo, E) . 
[ Lt- ]. extract from Elworthy 

Section 4 gives P formula for the infinitesimal generator of 

a process on a manifold , based on a Brownian ration on a- 
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Hilbert space. Section 5 shows how to construct a Brownian 

motion on a finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold, based on 

the canonical diffeomorphism 9: 0 (M) x Rn > HO (M) 
, 

(u, v) -> (Tcc ̀ HuO (M)) -lu (v) where 'c :0 (M) >M is the orthonorrna l 

bundle over M. 

Section 6 briefly describes Malliavin's Coo approximation 

to Brownian motion on manifolds. 

The second chapter is concerned with the construction 

of 0-U processes on 2-uniformly smooth Banach spaces. In the 

first section we state a few facts and formulae regarding 

0-U processes on the real line and in the second we show how 

these formulae generalise to 2-uniformly smooth Bauach spaces. 

We show that neither the 0-U position process nor the O-U 

velocity process satisfy McShane's condition 'A(q)' for q>1, 

and that the O-U velocity process is a quasi-martingale. We 

show the boundedness ofdthe c. 
2-norm 

of an 0-U velocity 

process on a Hilbert space. 

In section 3 we consider the family of Cn approximations 

to Brownian motion on 2-uniformly smooth Banach spaces 

obtained by iterating the construction of the O-U process. ý 

have not seen this treated, even on the real line. 

The third chapter deals with the construction of 0-U 

processes on manifolds. This chapter formed (embryonically) 

my M. Sc. dissertation. More recently Jfdrgensen CS ] has 

published a construction of O-U type processes on Riemannian 

manifolds, which we see in section 4, by considering the 

infinitesimal generator, gives rise to the same process as 

our own. The first section shows how we can construct O-U 
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processes on any manifold M with sufficient structure (i. e. a 

spray and a C3 section of HomM(E, TM) for some Banach space 

E). In the second section we show how to'apply the basis of 

this construction to finite dimensional Riemannian manifolds, 

where we have a spray (the Riemannian spray which generates 

the geodesics) but not a section of HomM(E, TM). Instead we 

lift to the orthonormal bundle and consider the section of 

Rom Rn 
(O (M) , HO (M)) . The construction is then similar to 

that of Brownian motion on a Riemannian manifold with the 

added complication that we construct a process on the tangent- 

bundle. - In the third section we consider another type of O-U 

process on a manifold based on an O-U process (rather than 

a Brownian motion) on E. This process is essentially differ- 

ent from the one constructed in the first two sections but we 

show that, in the simplest. case. on. a Riemannian manifold, 

the processes are the same. In the fourth section we construct 

the infinitesimal generator of an 0-U process on a Riemannian 

manifold. 

The fourth chapter deals with the approximation of. 0-U 

processes to Brownian motions. The first two sections prove 
L2-convergence 

and supremum-norm convergence in probability 

on Hilbert spaces while the third shows convergence on 

manifolds, using a proof taken from Elworthy [ ]. ks examples 

we consider a paper by Arnold et al [j ], and the Riemannian 

0-U process constructed in Chapter Three. Section 4 generalises 

the results by considering 0-U processes in face-fields (see 

Nelson [17, Ch. 10]. We show that equivalent convergence 

theorems hold for such processes. In section 5 we follow 

Elworthy [5 ] to show the uniform convergence of the flows 
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of O-U processes on compact manifolds to the flow of an 

s. d. e.. based'_on a Brownian motion. 

In Chapter Five we consider the-piecewise-linear 

approximation , proving 
L2-convergence, 

supremum-norm 

convergence (both on Hilbert spaces) and (hence) convergence 

on m? nifolds. The k 
-convergence follows the proof in 2 

Elworthy [4- ] which I extracted from proofs of McShane [I- S] 

for a more general cla.. ss of approximations on the real line. 

The proof of convergence in probability uses the martingale 

inequality, E sup (X(t)j2 <4 EIX(R)l2 and the expressions 
" O<t<R 

derived in the previous theorem, following the proof in 

Elworthy. 

A few notes about notation are required. We will always 

consider processes x defined over fLx [O, R] where (Q, 
, pLj 

is a probability space with-an increasing family of 

a--subalgebras IStjtG[0, 
R] of 

I 
such that x 

l[0. 
t] is 5t-measurable, 

We will assume for convenience that the sets of measure zero 

in '4 
are contained in-each It. Et will denote expectation. 

conditioned by It. 

J--2-norm 
will usually be written as 

11 
. 

1I, while all other 

norms will carry subscripts to identify them. We use the 

terms 'Brownian motion' and 'Wiener process' interchangeably 

and do not restrict Brownian motion (in finite dimensions) to 

having covariance matrix I, although we do assume that the 

covariance matrix is diagonal. 

We write HomM(E; TM) or Hom(MxE; TM) for the fibre 

bundle over M whose elements are maps v: MxE --> TM such that 

vm: E> mM is a homomorphism. 

.6 
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CHAPTER ONE. PRELIMINARIES. 

.e 

91. 
Stochastic Dynamical Systems. 

The main reference for this section is Elworthy [L ], 

but the theory is developed in finite dimensions in, McShane [ý3 ]. 

Let z be a stochastic process with values in some 

separable Banach space G, 

z: [a, b] >Jýo(fl, I : G). 

where [a, b]G TG IR and M', /. ) is a- probability space. 

We assume the existence of a family of °'" -3ubalgebras of 
{ It ;t eTJ such that t, t'eT and t<t' xtCýt, 

. 

(1.1.1) Definition 

z is said-; to satisfy condition A (q) 
, where q is a positive 

integer, if z(t) is t-measurable V to [a, b] and there 

exist constants K>O, E >0 such that if a<s<t<b and t-s<S' 

then almost everywhere, 

f Es(z(t)-z(s) < K(t-s), 

and Es ( (z (t3-z (s) ( 2p) 
< K(t-s) for 1<<q 

where Es is. expectation conditioned by Is and 
1.1 is G-norm. 

In this section we will be concerned with stochastic 

processes z which satisfy A(q) for q>2 and which also satisfy 

the condition that ziLa, tI has I 
t-almost all of its sample 

I 
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paths continuous where a<t<b. Later we will only be interested 

in the case of z being a Brownian motion. 

Let Gl, """", Gq be Banach spaces, Ha Hilbert space and 

Ba map Tx CL 
-> L (Gl, .... , Gq; H) which is i 

t-random 
for each 

teT, where L(G1,.., Gq; H) denotes the continuous q-linear maps. 

(1.1.2) Definition 

B is said to satisfy B(p) for p>l, peZ if for each 

teT B(t) . is ` 
t-random and B is continuous in L2p-norm " 

at each point of [a, b], i. e. if t "e [a, b] then JIB (t) 
t 

j2p< co 

and ast -t in T so IE B ('t) -B (t) I 
L2p -> 0. 

(1.1.3) Definition 

B is said to satisfy B0 if : - 
(i) for each teT B(t) is 

t-random, * 

(ii) B is norm continuous in measure at each point of 

[a, b], i. e. for each te [a, b] 

IB (t) -B (t) >0 in measure as It >t in T, 

where ( 
.1 is norm in L(G1...... Gq ; H), 

and (iii) B has bounded sample paths almost surely, i. e. 

there is J 
-measurable b: CL --> IR with 

IB(t, w )I< b(w) VteTa. e. 

Let zl,...., zq be such that z' : [a, b] ->J. °(iL, 15 ; Gi) 

and the zi satisfy A (q) . 

We take the following facts from Elworthy . 

i 
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(1.1.4) Theorem 

If B satisfies Bo or B(l) then the belated integral 

fý B (s) (dzl (s) , .... dzq (s)) exists for all a<c<e<b. 

'The integral has the following properties: - 

(i) gß> 0, depending only on the K with respect to 

which zl, ... , zq satisfy A (q) and b-a, such that 

-- --- (j 5B (dzl, ... , dzq) 11 
2<0 

(Se "B (t)t 2 dt) 21 

where 
2 11*11 

2 is ý. 
-norm (we will hereafter write 

cL 2-norm as 11.11 ); 

(ii) If q=2 and a. s. 1 z2 (t, W) - z2 (s, w)l = o( It-s12) 

as It-st >0 for t, se [a, b] then 

faB(dzl, dz2) =0a. s., 

e. g. z2 (t, W) =tVw ecL ; 

(iii) If for some k, 1<k<q, zk has a. s. continuous 

sample. paths on [a, b] then a. s. 

fä B (dzl , ... dzq) =0 for q>3; 

(iv) Let W be a Brownian motion on Itn with covariance 

matrix I and mean zero. Then, 

JB (t, c) (dW (t, w) , dW (t, W)) = ra trB (t, W) dt, 

where trB (t, ca) " is the trace of B (t, w) ; ýn,.,, n 
_( fin) 

and the right hand side denotes the vector-val ued 

Riemann integral. 

Let M be a separable, metrisable C3-manifold modelled on a 

i 
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Hilbert space, H. Let E be a Banach space and Xa section 

of Hom(MxE, TM), i. e. X assigns to each meMa linear map 

Xm :E> TmM . 

The pair (X, z) with za stochastic process on E 

satisfying A(4) is called a stochastic dynamical system (S. D. S. ) 

on M and we restrict our attention to S. D. S. s. on M with X 

C1 and having first derivatives (in coordinate charts) locally 

Lipschitz. X. will normally be C 
2 

(1.1.5) A regular localization of the S. D. S. (X, z) at the 

point meM is a triple-A_ _ ((U, $) , UoA) where :- 

(i) (U, 36) is aC2 chart about m with 6(U) a bounded open 

subset of H, fö (U) = W; 

(ii) U0 is an open neighbourhood of m in. U with 

'eS 0) C W. Let Wo = fd (Uo) ; 

(iii) X: H -> [0,1] is C2 with supp'XG W, )` w0 = 1; 

(iv) If X&(h) = X(h)ý(x) (h), 

then X and ZDX&o X are globally Lipschitz 

[where 6, (X) (h) = T$-1(h) p5 oX (35(h)) is the local 

representative of X in the chart (U, O), and 

DX4 oX-,, \-: H --> IP2 (E 
, H) is given by, 

DX. o X-'k- (h, e) = DXA- (h)D(X (h) e) (e) ]. 

A regular localization exists at each point meM. 
Given a locpltzationjk nd A<t <t<b we have a solution yof, 

(1.1.6) y(t) = y(to) + ft XJL(y(s))dz(s) +i 
o 

+? ft DX_, ý_ (y(s) )o(XA (y(s) )dz (s) 
. dz (s)) 

, 
0 

(the integrals being belated integrals). 

A process x: Ca, g ') x Sj >M , defined up to a stopping 

time (a, b] is a solution of the stochastic 

differential equation (s. d. e. ) dx = Xdz if it is 
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non-anticipating, has continuous sample paths almost surely and 

there is a cover of M by regular localizations such that if 

JL 
= ((U, O), Uo. )) is a member of the cover and a<t0<b 

then 0 o;: x agrees with the solution of 1.1.6 for yo= ox (t 
0 

almost surely on 
jx(t0) 

e U01 from time to to the first exit 

time after to of that solution from Wo, where 8: M-> H 

is some extension of $. 

The following theorem can be found in Elworthy [- ]. 

(1.1.7) Theorem 

For (X, z) as above dx = Xdz has a unique maximal solution 

x: [a, !) xSi. ->M, where I: fl. --> (a, b] is the explosion 

time. The explosion time is b almost everywhere if M is 

corm act. 

Examples 

(1.1.8) Let V be a vector field on M and define 

Xe Hom (Mx ]R, TM) by Xm (t) = tV (m) . Define' z: (-oo, co) xfl�>lP 

by z (t, w) =tVwet. Then (X, z) is an ordinary dynamical 

system or drift, since in this case solutions are locally of 

the form x (t) = x0 + JOtX (x (s) ) ds + 0, 

= x0 + fýV(x(s))ds, 

since JB(ds, ds) =0 by property (ii) following Theorem 1.1.4. 

V need only be C1 for a solution to exist, and in this case 

we write (X; z) as (V, t) . 

(1.1.9) Let (X1, z l) be an S. D. S. and (V, t) a drift, both 

defined on M, with X1 2 C 1 
and V"C, 
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Xl : MxE -> TM, zl : [a, b]xQ. -ý E. 

i 

Using these we define X. e Hom (Mx (Ex R) , TM) by 

Xm (e, t) = Xl (m, e) + tV (m) , and we define z: [a, b]x. (. > Ex R 

by z (t, W) = (z1(t, w) , t) 

(X, z) is the direct sum of (X1, zl) and (V, t) and can be 

written (X1(DV, z1®t). 

dx = Xdz has solutions which look locally like, 

x(t) = xa + ftX1(x(s))dzl(s) + fäv(x(s))ds + 

+ 2JJDX1(x(s))oXl(x(s)) (dzl(s), dzl(s)). 

We write dx = X1dz1 + vdt. 

Let M=E= ,n and let zl be a Brownian motion on Itn with 

an o. n. basis fell of 1R with respect to which z1 has 

independent componerb (zi,...., zi) and mean zero such that 

2 
E(zi(s)) = cijsj. In this case the above equation becomes, 

x(t) = xa +J 
V(x(s))dzl(s) 

+ fatxl(x(s))dzl(s) + 

+ 2fätrz 
1 

(DX1(x(s))oX1(x(s)))ds, 

where trZ 
1 

(DX1(x-(s)) oXl (x (s)) ' =ý ciDX1(x (s)) oXl (x (s)) (ei, ei) . 

(1.1.10) We will construct an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 

on stn using example 1.1.9. 

Define X1: T ]tnx stn -> TT stn by 

X1(X. Viw) _ X. V. Di ßw) 

and V: T in - TT Itn by 

i 
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V(X, V) _ (X, V, V, -ßv) , 

where 0>0 is a constant. 

Let zl be a Brownian motion on Itn as in example 1.1.9 

and let (x (t) ,v (t)) be a solutiön of the s. d. ed (x, v) =X1dz1+Vdt. 

(x(0) , v(0)) = (xo, v0) . 

Thus (dx (t) , dv (t)) = (v (t) dt, -ßv (t) dt + ßdz1(t)) 

dx(t) = v(t)dt , x(0) =x0 
giving 

f dv (t) = -ßv (t) dt + ßdz1(t) ,v (0) = v0, 

the equations of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on stn (see 

Nelson [17 ]', and also Chapter Two). ' Note that the integral 

form of the above s. d. e. for v has zero second-order term. 

If V was instead given by 

V (x, v) = (x, v, v, -ßv+b (x)) , 
then we have the equations of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 

in a force field (see J10 of Nelson [ý7 ), which we will 

consider in more detail later. 

92 Integration by Parts- 

We will develop a formula for integration by parts which 

will prove useful for Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes on Hilbert 

spaces, using the following theorem from Elworthy [1 J. 

(1.2.1) Theorem 

Let G be a separable Banach space and H, F separable 

Hilbert spaces. Assume z: [a, b] xA >G satisfies A(4) 

and has almost all sample paths continuous. Suppose 
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B: TxfL >L(G; H) 

and C: Txil L(G, G; H) 

satisfy either B(2) or BO. 

Let u: [a, b] x-Q >H be defined by 

u(t) = u(a) + fä Bdz + fäC(dz, dz) 

where u(a) is I 
-measurable. 

Then, if -ß: H-->F is C2, 

A (u(t)) = (u(a)) + faD9(u(s))0B(s)dz(s) + 

+ SD 9 (u (S) ) OC (S) (dz(s), dz(s)) + 

+ Lt J D29(u(s)) (B(s)dz(s), B(s)dz(s)). 

(1.2.2) Corollary 

Let E, G be separable Banach spaces, F, H separable Hilbert 

spaces and suppose zl : [a, b] xIL >G, z2 : [a, b] xQ>E 

satisfy A(4) and have almost all sample paths continuous. 

Suppose th=t L(H: F) is sepprable Pnd Hilberteble and that 

B: T xfL--ýL(G; L(H; F)) , 

CT xS2> L(G, G; L(H; F)) , 

B' :T xi1->L(E; H) 

and C' :Tr. Q ->L (E, E; H) satisfy either B(2) or B 

Let f: [a, b] L(H; F) ,g : [a, b] x-L->H 

be defined by f (t) =f (a) + fa Bdzl + fa C (dzl, dzl) , 

), g (t) =g (a) +J B' dz2 +J C' (dz,., dzIL 
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where f(a), g(a) are a-measurable and 'assume that 

f (-'w) I [a, t] 'g (_, tO) j [a, t] are continuous for -almost 
t 

alles. 

Then, 

(1.2.3) f(t)og(t) = f(a)og(a) +J B(s)og(s)dzl(s) + 

+Jf (s) oB' (s) dz2 (s) + 

+J C(s) og(s) (dz1 (s) , dz2 (s)) + 

+ Sat f (s) oC' (s) (dz2 (s) dz2 (s)) + 

+J B(s)oB' (s) (dz1(s), dz2(s)). 

Proof 

Define u: [a, b] x& --(L (H; F) xH) by 

u (t. c') = (f (t, w) ,g 
(t, c) ) 

= (f (a) , g(a)) + (fä Bdzl, fa B''dz2) + 

+(C(dz, dzl) C' (dzdzJlJ2.2) ) 

and define 9: L (H; F) xH -->F by 9 (f 
, g) = fog. 

Noting that L(H; F)xH is a separable Hilbert space 

an application of Theorem 1.2.3 yields the result. 

(1.2.4) Example 

Let x1 and x2 be 1-dimensional processes satisfying, in the 

notation of McShane [15], 

l dx 1(t) =f (t) +Z gP (t) dze (t) + 
P=1 . 

hl . (t)dz(t)dz (t) , 
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dx2 (t) = f2 
r 

(t) + z., g2 (t) dze(t) + 

r 
+ ýi 

lheýý., 
(t) dzý' (t) dz (t) . 

In Corollary 1.2.2 we take G=E= IR r+l 
and 

z1(t) = z2 (t) = (t, z1(t) , .... , zr (t) ), H=F= IZ. 

Thus L (H; F) _ JR. 

B: , 
Rx [a, b] x , r+l -> JR is given by 

r 
(w, t. yl, .... Yr+l) --> fl (t, w) yl +£ gi (t, W) yý+l ... 

etc. 

Then equation 1.2.3 gives, 

x1(t)x2(t) = x1(a) x2(a) + fa f1(s)x2(s)ds + 
ýftf2(s)xl(s)ds + 

+. ýlftgl(s)x2 (s) dzý(s) +J fa ge(s)xl (s) dze (s) + 
ee1 

r 
Sth 

, 
(s) x2 (s) (dz2 (s) , dz (s)) + 

r 
+ fahl 

, 
(s) x, (s) (dze(s) 

, dz(s)) + 

r 
+ :, fä 9 

e(s) 
gi(s) (dzý(s) dzý(s)) 

which is the integral form of the equation which McShane 

derives on page 127. 

Looking at equation 1.2.3 we see that we are justified 

in using tie mnemonic 

(1.2.5) f(t)og(t) = f(a)og(a) + fäf(s)dg(s) + fäg(s)df(s) + 

+ fadf(s)dg(s), 

although neither f nor g need satisfy A(4) or even A(l). 
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if g is Cl, i. e. g(t) = g(a) + J' g' (s)ds, 

then 1.2.3 becomes, 

(1.2.6) f(t)og(t) = f(a)dg(a) + fäf(s)og' (s) ds + 

+J B(s)og(s)dzl(s) + 

+ faC(s)og(s) (dzl(s). dzl(s)). 

9 3. Stochastic Integration in 2-Uniformly Smooth Banach Spaces 

This section is mainly extracted from Neidhardt [jbJ. 

Let Eo be a real separable Banach space and Wa continuous 

Brownian motion with mean-zero increments on E0. Let v be the 
i 

distribution of [W (s+t) -W (s) ] (t)_2 on Eo, where 

s, t e [0, R] and we assume that [0, R] is contained in the 

index set of W. Since ) is a mean-zero Gaussian measure on 

E0 it determines a Hilbert space H =H(V)C E0 and we use the 

same letter v to denote the canonical distribution on H. 

For Fa real separable Hilbert space and Ga real separable 

Banach space we define, 

(F, G) =[Le L(F; G)' 11L. ý' 
G is ameasurable norm on Fl. 

L: H ->G generates a Gaussian measure VL on G if and only 

if Le M(}-I; G) . 

Let E be a real separable Banach space which is 

2-unifo lily smooth, i. e. gAE< co such that, 
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i llX-Y{IE + ýIX+Ylll 2ý 
ý'1X1ýE + AEIIYIIE V X. y 6 E. 

L(42 
for Le M(H; E). We define ýýL«v 

= 
ISE 1lxl\2d) 

1 

M(H; E) is a separable Banach space under this norm. 

Let Le L(E0; E). Then y L-1 is a measure on E and hence 

the restriction of L to H is in M(H; E). So we say that 

L (Eo; E) CM (H; E) , and in fact M(HE) is the completion of 

L (E0; E) with respect to 11 
. 

1lv 
. 

Let S be P normed, me? surable space and for O<c<d<R define 

the non-anticipating functions, 

7L (c, d; S) _ 
jG: 

c(c1d) -* SIG `(c, 
t]xnis 

R 
(c, t]x 

It 

measurable Vte (c, d]J 

where 
B 

(c, t] is the class of Borel subsets of (c, t]. 

We. define, 

?3. 62 (c, d S) GG ?7 (c, d: S) l EJd\G(t)112 dt < oo 

The following facts are taken from Neidhardt [16]. 

(1.3.1) Let G, G' e f, 2 (c 
, d; M (H, E)) and let E be another 

2-uniformly smooth separable Bauach space. Then : - 

(i) ctGdW is defined a. s. for c<t<d 

(ii) JtGdW is It-measurable; 

(iii) J GdW =0a. s. on 
jcJJdllG(t, c))1ldt =0 
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(iv) f aGdW 
= fý GdW + LrdGdW 

for c<e<d; 

(v) if Lec. 0 (C.; L (E, E)) is "S"C-'measurable then 

J LGdW = LS GdW a. s. 

(vi) fa (G+G') dW =f 
dGdW 

+f 
aG' dW a. S. 

(vii) E Iý J GdW1IE < AEEJ tf G (t) f jv dt 

and EfdGdW =0 

(viii) E (J GdWI4c) =0 

and E (, I J GdWIIE t°3' 
C) < AEE (fc IG (t)Iýv dt 

c) 

(ix) J'GdW has a continuous version ; 

and (x) E sup lI fc GdWtlE < 4AEE J JIG (t)uy dt. 
c<t<d 

Note that Neidhardt proves many of these properties for 

more general G. 

prom now on we will let L be the inclusion of H in E 0 

which generates 9 -= 'L on E0. For BeL (Eo, Eo; E) we define 

trL(B) = SE B(y, y)dv(y), 

and . tr 
(L) = SE ll y Il2d V (y) < co by Fernique' s theorem. 

0 

Thus trL (B) < 11 Bbl tr (L) < 0o. .t 
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If E, K and G are as above, f: E --ý is: C2_and-- 

F: e L1(c, d; E) such that Vte [c, d] 

X(t) = X(c) + fc'F(s)ds + fc'G*(s)dW(s) where X(c) e E, 

then we have the Ito formula, 

(1.3.2) f(X(d)) = f(X(c)) +' J' Df(X(t))F(t)dt + 

+ fcýf(X(t))G(t)dW(t) + 

+i fcýD2f (X (t)) (y, y) dVG (t) (y) dt a. s. 

In particular, let Y: [c, d] -R be Cl. Then we have the 

integration by parts formula, 

(1.3.3) Y(d)X(d) = Y(c)X(c) +X, (t)F(t)dt +J Y' (t) G (t) dW (t) . 

If E is a Hilbert space then we have, in addition to the 

above results, for m>l, 

(1.3.4) E[pfcGawyEm] jm(2m-1)}mRm-1fýE[ýG(s)bv 2m] 
ds 

(see Baxendale [2.3). This is proved using the Ito formula, 

but it is not clear how to extend the proof to E non-Hilbert. 

For this reason we will later be considering Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

processes on Hilbert spaces. 

9 
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(1.3.5) Theorem (Neidhardt) 

Let a: E --* E and b: E --> M (H, E) be measurable and let 

V be a random variable in E independent of w(J- W (c) for t? c. 

We assume, 

(1.3.5) \la(x1)-a(x2)11E < CIIxl-x21JE 

11i)_b(x2)lk, clix1-x211E 

(1 (x)II 
E1G 

(1+IJx1IE) 

11b(x)119 
< G(l+l1X11E) 

E([VuE) < 00 

V x, xl, x2 e E. 

Then there is exactly one solution X of 

(1.3.6) X(t) =V+ fca(X(s))ds + fcb(X(s))dW(s) c<t<d, 

satisfying Ex 
2dt< 

c 
ýX (t)`I 

E oo. 

Let E0 be Hilbert space with coveri)nce operator 

Sy of W on E0 , SV : E0 > E0 given by 

ý, 
Dv SEý7,, Zý<y, zýd 

0 r,, o Co. 

Note thpt , cmn be t? ken to be the identity on E0. We may 

choose ;. n o. n. basis f 
e3ý of Eo with associated eigenvwiues 

fý3 
such th^t Sy s? tisfi-ss 
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Sv(x) =f ýi(x, eiý ei (see, e. g. xuo [ (1 ]) . 

Then if. BeL (Eo, Ede , 

trL (B) =SE B (y, y) dvL (y) 
0 

=ýB(ei.. ej )fE<y. eli<y, ejidVL(y) 

.o 

_ ý, B (ei 
, e. ) ýei, Sge jý by definition of S 

iB(ei, ei) by the choice of basis. 

From now on, in this section, we will assume that E is 

a Hilbert space though 80 need not be. 

Let (51,7 
, /) be the probability space on which Wt is 

defined and let f -Jsjs>0 be , as usual, an increasing family 

of o--subalgebras of I such that Wt-Ws is independent of 
Is 

for each Ocs<t. Since W is a Brownian motion it satisfies 

A (q) " for each q>l (0.2finition 1.1.1). 

Let B: Zx [0, R] -ý L (E0, E0; E) satisfy Bo or B (l) 

(definitions 1.1.2 and 1.1.3) '. Then Sb B (s) (dW (s) 
, dW (s)) exists 

for O<a<b<R by Theorem 1.1.4. 

(1.3.6) Propositi , -: )n 
6 

Using the notation above assume that \`B (w, t)IL <K, 

where K>O, Vwe. CL, t e [0, R]. ' 

Then, 

fäB(s) (dW(s), dW(s)) =J trL(B(s))ds , 0<a<b<R 

almost surely. 
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Proof 

We follow the 1-dimensional proof in Gihman and 

Skorohod [61 

We may write, 

fäb B(s) (dW(s), dW(s)) = Jim 
B(t 

i) 
(D 

1 W, Q 
1 . 

W) meshlT>0 

for (Cauchy) partitions, TT = 
ta=t 

0 
<... <tm bb and 

mesh 1T = min I ti+l-ti I, d 
iW= Wti+l_w ti J. 

6 
it = ti+l-ti' 

Let (x (Tr) _ B(ti) (A. WA. W). 

Let 0 (Ti') =£ E[B (ti) (A 
. W, 4iw)\1- 

ti] 

rL and ; d, trL (B (ti) )Ait by definition of 11. 

--> J trL (B (s) ) ds as meshIT--ý Oýtonýecýence cs ýý ý' 

Let us look at 

E[]la (TC) -0 (1r) 112 

= E[1 , 
(B(ti) (4 

1W, AiW) - trL (B(t1) )4it)11 

= Eý<B (t1) (41W, oiW) - trL (B (ti) )Qit, 

B (tu) (oýW, C . W) - trL (B (t )4ýt 

ýE IIB (ti) (6iW, 4 1W) - trL (B (ti) )ditll2 

+2 EKB(ti) (10 
1W, 

LiW) -trL(B(ti))es it, 

B (ti Ha 
i 
W, AiW) - trL (B (ti ) )o jt> . 
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The second term is 

2 E[EýB (t1) (aIW, 2iW) -trL (B (ti) )oitI 
i<j 

B(tj) (43W, a jW)-trL(B(tj))Qj -t ] 

= 2, £ 
E[(B (ti) (A W, 4iW) -trL (B (ti) )Dit.. 

E(B(t) (&. W, &. W)-trL(B(tj))4t) ), 

= o. 
Hence, 

E[Ila(IT) -ß(TT)(I2] =ZEJIB(ti) (ý1W, Lý1W)-trL(B(ti))A. t1j2. 
E 

But, 

EITB(ti) (A W, A W)-trLiB(ti))Üit12 
6 

= F; t; (ti) (, & WA W) -trL (B (ti) )61t, B (ti) (A1W, A1W)) 

- ECB (ti) (61 W, A 
. W) -trL (B (ti) )A 

. t, trL (B (ti) )6itý 

= EKB(ti) (aiw, Aiw) , B(ti) (oiw, niw)) 

< K2E[J iWJJ4] 

= K2 fE fi y114 (Ait) 2d V (y) since 1) is they distribution of a 
0 

unit increment of W 

= K2m4 (A i t) 2 

where m4 = fE jyjý4dy(y) < oo by Fernique's theorem. 
0 

Hence 

11 IT a( )-0 (Tº )1 2] 
_< 

K2m4 (Ait) 2 
EC 
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< K2m4 (meshif) (b-a) . 

Thus, 

ýc. 
ýw: 11a(1T, W) - Eacr. cwý4 >a < E(IIa(Tf) -E(a(Tr))llc ) 

a2 

0 as mesh Ir > 0. 

Hence we can see that, taking the limit as mesh1r- O, 

fäs(s) (dw(s), dw(s)) = fa trL(s(s))ds a. s. 

(1.3.7) Corollary 

If E0 is also a Hilbert space with an o. n. basis as in 

the remarks preceding Proposition 1.3.5, then under the 

conditions of that proposition, 

fas(s) (dw(s), dw(s)) = 
6i fas(s) (ei, eds. 

9 4. Infinitesimal Generators 

We follow Elworthy [1, Ch. VIII, § 1]. 

Let (X, z) be an s. d. s. over a manifold M, with drift, 

(X, z) = (Xl®V, W(Dt), where X1: MxH -->TM and W is a Brownian 

motion on the Hilbert space H. We assume that all of these 

objects satisfy the conditions: imposed in 1. 
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We can write the corresponding s. d. e. as 

dx = X1dW + Vdt. 

Let xm: [0,1 m) xf --> M denote a maximal solution to 

this s. d. e. with xm(0) =ma. s., where m e-M. 

If f: M --> R we define Ptf: M -> *R. by 

Ptf (m) =fmf xm (t. w) dý, ý. (w) 

'i't 

(where at =1w eQ4 t< Sm (w)) ) 

whenever f is measurable and the integral exists. 

If B& (M; R) is the set of all bounded measurable functions 

on M then Pt exists as a map from Bo-. o (M; R) into itself, but 

Ptf also exists in many cases wheresf is not bounded. 

The. infinitesimal generator of (X, z), 
A 

X maps a function 

f: M --> R to a function, R 
X 

(f) :M -a R, 

(f) (m) = lim pf (m) -f (m) 
X t-; 0 tt 

whenever this is defined. 

Let. jeij be an orthonormal basis of H as in 83, 
and define 

the second order differential operator 
t2 

on M by, 
1 

ol. X 
(f) = 

4xXf). 

1 

t 
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where Xi is the vector field on M defined by 
4(m) 

= X1(m, ei). 

2 is independent of the chosen orthonormal basis of H. 
X1 

Let S (m, t) e be e solution in M of dS (m, t) e=X (S (m, t) e) edt. 

Then for f: M> IR , 
J2 

(f) = Eýd2fo 
dt 

S(m, t)ei 
121 t=0 

(see Elworthy [4]). In fact this is the formulation of; 
2 
X1 

which we shell use in Chapter Three when we come to calculate 

the infinitesimal generator of an O-U process. 

(1.4.1) Theorem (see Elworthy [4]) 

If f: M->3R is C2 with dfoX1 :M -->L(HfIßt). 

V(f) :M ->Itand 
2 
Xl (f) M -o IR all bounded on 

M then Pf exists and t JXf = 2ý(f) + V(f) 

= 2£Qdf(Xi, X1 + dfeVX1(X + V(f) 1r 

for any linear connectionV on M. 

Proof 

As in Elworthy except that we use Corollary 1.3.6 to show 

that 

f B(t, x(s, w))I t=0(dW(s, w), dW(s, w)) X6 d2 
2 dt 

= ftAl trLd2 fB (t. x (s, ()) 
J 

t=0ds 
dt2 

= f( A'glid2 fB (t, x (s. W) )'t=O (ei, ei) ds. 

dt2 tffi 
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5. Brownian motion on Riemannian Manifolds S5. ' 

Let M be a Riemannian manifold modelled on . Rn. The ortho- 

normal frame bundle, O(M), is a reduction of the bundle of 

linear frames, with fibre Om(M) over meM which can be thought 

of as the set of isometries from Rn to TmM. O(n) acts 

naturally on Om(M) on the right and Om(M) is isomorphic to 

0 (n). 

The Levi-Cevita (or Riemannian) connection on M determines 

a splitting of TO (M) , 

TO (M) = HO (M) 0 VO (M) ' 

into 'horizontal' and 'vertical' parts. If 't: O(M) >M is 

projection then the fibre Vu0(M) over ue ON is, by 

definition, ker (TVI Tu0(m)). 

Thus Ttl Iu0 (M) : Hu0 (M) > Tt(u) M is an isomorphism 

and there is a natural diffeomorphism, 

:0 (M) x Rn> HO (M) 

given by 8: (u, v)i ->(T#c LHuO (M)) -l (u (v)) . 

Let u: [a, b] > O(M) be a Cl path. 

(1.5.1) Definition 

u is said to be horizontal if u' (t) e HU(t) O (M) u te[a, b]. 

If s: [a, b] ->M is Cl there exists a unique path [a, b]-->>O(M) 

with s (a) = ua e0m (M) such that 'Yo s=s ands is 

4 
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horizontal. s is called the horizontal lift (or simply lift) 

of s starting at ua. 

If X is a vector field on M there is the related notion 

of the lift of X. R is the unique vector field on 0(M) such 

that SZ (u) e HuO (M) and Tto (u) = Xe t(u) 
.Vue 

O(M). s is 

an integral curve of X if and only if 9 is an integral curve 

of R. 

We will construct Brownian motion on M following Elworthy 

[ L. ] (see also J/rgensen [4 ] ). Let W be a standard Brownian 

motion on Rn (i. e. W(t)-:, has mean. -zero--and covariance matrix ti). 
U 

Let u: CO, 
, 

o) x Si. -. O (M) be *a maximal solution of 

du =e dW with u(O) = uo. Then 'Cou =x is called Brownian 

motion on M. Note that W could be any process satisfying 

A(4) on Rn in order for the s. d. e. to have a solution by 

Theorem 1.1.7. We prove a result which will require the 

following fact from Elworthy [ý D. 

(1.5.2) 

Let h: M >14 be a C3 diffeomorphism and 

x: [a,! ) xf.. --> Ma maximal solution of dx = Xdz, x(a)=x 
a 

for an s. d. s. (X, z) on M, where all objects satisfy the 

conditions of §1. Then y= hox is a maximal solution of 

dy = Ydz, y (a) =h (xa) , 
where Y (u, v) =T hoX (h-lu, v) . h- (u) 

(1.5.3) Proposition 

Let z be a process on Rn with orthogonally invariant 

distribution, and which satisfies A(4). Let u be the corresp- 

onding process on'O(M) as constricted above with, 

t 
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du =e dz ,u 
(a) = ua e0 (M) 

, It (ua) = xa e M, 

and v the process given by, 

dv = dz ,v 
(a) = va e 't-1 (xa) 

. 

Then as* (t(0)) =v (t, p (w)) , where p is a measure 

preserving 
, 
transformation of SL ( over which z is defined - 

we take. to be a^space of paths on Rn, e. g. in the case 

z=W, S1-=C° ([a, b], Rnj )ä {Zý io ýýkt- týanslaýecn bý ýE-OCn) s. b. 

'R 

Proof Csee c*, lso atx+ mac) 

If p: SL--ESL' is a transformation then by 1.5.2 

Y, (t, v) =y (t, p-1 (w)) is a=solution of dy'=Ydz' 

where z' (t, w) =z (t, p-lw) . 

Now, vý = ua g for some ge 0(n). 'Define Rg: O (M) --> O (M) 

by R9 (r) =reg. 

Thus R au is a maximal solution of dv = Ydz 
9 

where Y (v) = yg 1 Rg 9 (vg 1) 

Define p : 52. -> fl by p(w) = g-lw .p is measure preserving 

since g-1 is an isometry. 

p is obviously bijective, hence 

v(t, w) = R9OU(t, p-1(9)) is a maximal solution 

of dv = Ydz' where z' (t, (j) =z (t, p-1 (w)) 

p-1(w) (t) 

= g(W(E)) . 
Hence v is a maximal solution of the s. d. e. 

dV= Y' dz , 

where Y' (v) = Tv. 
g-1 

Rg 9 (v. g- 
1)og 

= 0(v) by the invariance of connections. 

t 
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Addendum to 1.5.3 

We have yet to show that z' satisfies A(4) Pnd th? t 

Y'dz = Ydz' in mnr-mepningful sense. 

Since z'(t, c) = g(z(t, t)) , z' satisfies A(4) from the 

fact that z does and from 

(i) z' (t) is 5t-mer 
surable since g maps 

Borel sets to Borel sets 6n IRn) ; 

(ii) I Es (g (z (t, (j)) - g(z (s, .)))I 

= 
1g(Es (z (t. c) -z (s. Cj)) 

_ JEs (z (t, (, ') -z (s, C-j) ) 
since g is an isometry 

(iii) `g (z (t, U) )- g(z (s, U) )I= lz (t, W) -z (s. '. O)I 

We--see, therefore, that (Y, z') is an S. D. S. with 

maximpl solution v satisfying, in a regular localisation 

=((U, $) , U0, Ä) 

$dov(t) = Oov(t0) +J YA (jöov(s))d(goz) (s) -ý- 

+ Zf DYu. (pov(s))e (Yj$ov(s))d(gez) (s), d(goz) (s)) 

for suitable to, t and w (see 1.1.5 and 1.1.6). 

By looking at the belated integral as the almost sure 

limit of belated sums, we see that d(goz) is equivalent to 

gadz (i. e. a: 'belated. "integral using one is almost surely equpl 

to the equivalent integral using the other). 

But YýA-(0ov(s) )o g= (Yog)jL(36ov(s)) and similarly 

DYE(p Dv(s))o(YJ(9dov(s))og(-), g(-)) = 

D( Y. g)VL (f$ov(s) )° ((Yog)p ($°v (s) )-, -) ., 

This shcws that v is also a (maximal) solution of the S. D. S. 

(y', z) = (yog, z) and we'can say that Ydz' s y'dz. 
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Thus v is the process in the statement of the proposition 

and 't(v (t, p (w))) _ It (u (t, c-) . g) _ 't (u (t, w) ) as required. 

In particular Proposition 1.5.2 holds for z=W. 

Using Theorem 1.4.1 we can show that x, the process on 

M defined by W, has infinitesimal generator 20 where LN is 

the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M determined by the given 

Levi-Cevita connection. 

6. Malliavin's Approximation 

One form of differentiable approximation to Brownian 

motion on manifolds is that of Malliavin [13]. This starts 

by taking a bump function u on R with support in [0,1] 

and with unit integral over R. With this is associated, 

for each E >0, 

uE(t) _C1u (f, lt) 
0 

which also has unit integral over M. Let W be a Brownian 

motion on Rn and define WE (t) , 
J'W (t+ý) uý Then 

W (., c. )) is a Coo function almost surely. 

Also 11 WE (t) -W (t) 
11 tends to zero as >0 for t>O :- 

ý'wý(t)-w(t)ýý - 11SEW(t+A)u -W (t) UE (ý) ]dý, ýý 
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X 11W(t+ý)-w(t)(1ue(ý)dý 

<f5Ku, (ý) 4 where K is a constant 

determined by the covariance matrix of W, in our notation 

K= trL, 

.. .1 

c IT K since the support of uE is 

contained in [0, £]. 

If Xe HorM( Rn, TM) is C2 and V is aC1 vector field 

on M then (XGV, W®t) and (X®V, WE®t) form s. d. s: s on M since 

it is easy to see that alt satisfies A(q) for q>lý 
iºoic : ýaaý 1ýJý(ýi is °ti f- (ReaSUýwbleý. 

Let u, uE be maximal solutions of 

du = XdW + Vdt ,u (0) =mem; 

du 9= XdWE + Vdt ,u L(0) = m. 

Then Malliavin proves in [11 ] that uE tends almost 

surely to u as a tends to zero 

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation will differ in that 

it wi 11 not satisfy A(q) and hence we will have to consider 

families of ordinary differential equations. 
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UhAPIEtt TWO. URN STEIN -UHLr; Nt3a; CK P Ul; tbo-PnS ON 

2-UNIFORMLY SMOOTH BANACH SPACES 

9 1. Ornstein-U"hlenbeck Processes on the Real Line 

The basic reference for this section is Nelson [17 ]. 

The Einstein theory of Brownian motion (mathematically 

formalised in the wiener process) provides an excellent 

quantitative approximation to the behaviour of most Brownian 

particles (such as pollen in water). It is not, however, a 

dynamical theory, since the velocity of a Wiener particle 

is undefined. Thus it is not a good qualitative theory of the 

behaviour of Brownian particles, and in more complicated cases 

such as that of a particle immersed in a force field, it 

breaks down completely. 

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (O-U) theory is an attempt, based 

" on the Langevin equation, to describe the behaviour-of 

Brownian particles in a dynamical way. We will just consi6. er 

particles on the real line. The situation on stn is easily 

developed from this, and will ins any case be a special 

instance of the more general theory we will develop on Banach 

spaces. 

Let z0(t) denote the position-of aBrownian particle in R 

at time t>O and assume that vß (t) = dzß(t)/dt . exists and 

satisfies dv(t) = -ßv(t)dt + ßdW(t), 

the Langevin equation, with-ß a positive constant and Wa 

Wiener process on ]R (W has mean zero and variance c). 
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zß is an O-U position process and vß an O-U velocity process. 

To demonstrste the relevance of the Langevin equation consider, 

formally, though dW/dt does not exist, 

md2zß (t)/dt2 = -mßvß (t) + mßdW (t)/dt, 

where m is the mass of the Brownian particle. Using Newton's 

second law , F=ma , this shows that we consider two forces to 

be acting on the particle. One is a frictional force, propor- 

tional to the velocity, and the other is a vacillating force 

caused, for instance, by changing molecular pressure on all 

sides of the particle. 

If we let the particle have position z0 and velocity vo 

at time t=0-the solutions to the equations 

(2.1.1) 
dzh (t) = vß (t) , zß (o) = Z0 

dvß (t) _ -ßvß (t) dt + ßdW (t) 

are vß (t) = voe-Pt + Oe-OtSt eßsdvv (s) 

z0 (t) = zo + j'ö vß (s) ds, 

(see Nelson or McShane [153). We will sho; " in 92 that the 

above solutions still hold in 2-uniformly smooth Banach 

spaces. Both z@ and vß are Gaussian processes. 

A few formulae which are easily derived from the above 

solution f6r vß are 

E(vß (t)) = voe-ßt 

(2.1.2) E(vß (t)) = vß (s) e-ß 
(t-s) for O<s<t 

E (vß (t) 2) 
= vöe-? 

ßt +(oß/2')(1-e-2ßt) 
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E[vß (t) 2ý 
_ vß (s) 2e-2ß (t-s) 

+ cß (1-e-2ß (t-s) ) 
S2 

for O<s<t. 

vß has infinitesimal generator -ßvd + ß2c_-. d2 
dv 2 dv2 

(see Nelson). 

As ß >- the O-U position process converges in g2 
-norm 

to the Wiener process W on. R. We will prove this for O-U 

processes on 2-uniformly smooth Banach spaces, and a 

similar theorem for O-U type processes which we will construct 

on suitable manifolds. 

A2. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Processes on 2-Uniformly Smooth 

Banach Spaces 

Let E be a separable real Banach space and Wa Wiener 

process on E. We will use the notation of 1.3 with 

E=E0 a 2-uniformly smooth Banach space with constant AE. 

We will define an 0-U process on E by the equations, 

dvß (t) = -ßvß (t) at + ßdW (t) , vß (o) =v0 ; 

(2.2.2) dzß (t) '= vß (t) at , zß (o) = Z0 

where we use the symbol ß both for the positive constant 

and the map ßI :E >E. 

Then solutions exist by theorem 1.3.5. Note that there 

are no second order integral terms in the integral form of 

2.2.2. 
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F'-rJ ----' -�-. -- 2- 22 " -. 

by parts formula 1.3.3. If E is a Hilbert space we can, 

eq,, uiva? ertly, use the forrru? a 1.2.6. 

(2.2.3) T e-nma 

vß woe +ße IdW (s) a"a. for O<t<R. 
ß 

(t) = -ßt J -ß (t-s) 

I is the identity map from E to E which can be considered 

as the map Le M(H; E) which generates the Wiener process. 

Proof 

From 1.2.3 we have that 

ße-ßtf'0 eßSldW (s) = 

'a (s) ds = ßw (t) -. ße-ßtw (0) - ßfp ße-ß 
(t-ý) 

= OW(t) -0 She ß(t-s)W(s)ds. 

Define uß (t) = v0e-ßt +ß ft ý e-ß 
(t-sýdW (s) . 

Then u0(t) = v0e-ßt -02 Se-ß(t-s)w(s)ds + ßw(t). 

So 

f6 uß (s) ds = vo (l-e- )+ fo ße-Rs J eßrldW (r) ds 

=v (l-e-ßt) + ße-ßtJ eßsW (s) ds 

integrating by parts and applying the formula we worked out 

above. " 

Thus u0 (t) = vo - ßfö uß (s) ds + SOW (t) , 

and so uß(t) satisfies equation 2.2.2 and is almost surely 

equal to v(t) .Rt 
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zo + vo (1-e-ßt) +w (t) - e-ßt fÖ eßSdW (s) a. s. 

for ü<t<R. 

Proof 

By 2.2.1 zß (t) = zo +J vß (s) ds. 

Using the proof of lemma 2.2.3 thisis 

z0 + v, (1-e-ßt) : -e-ßtf6 eßsW (s) ds. 
P 

Another application of 1.3.3 gives the desired result. 

(2.2.5) Theorem 

j' zß (t) - W(t) - z0 Il --->O as 0 -> oo, uniformly 

for 0<t<R. 

Proof 

From Lemma 2.2.4 we see that 

Zß (t) -W (t) -zo1l2 c2 uv_olý (1-e-ßt) 
2+ 

2e-2ßt II f6 eßsIdW (s)u 2. 

ß2 

The first term on the right tends to zero as 0 tends 

to infinity, uniformly for te [0, R]. Note that vo need only 

be in 42 (fL, j 
; E) for this to hold. 

Also 
e-2ýt11 ft eßSdW (s)112 < AEe-2ßt ( f0 E =ßsilly ds) 

by property vii of 1.3.1 

= AE (trL) e- 
20t 1 (e2ßt-1) 

2ß 
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which certalnly ten! 1S to 7. -rn äc R i-n in-Fi.. i+, r 

uniformly over te [0, R], proving the theorem. $ 

(2.2.6) Lemma 
" 

if vQ . 
[v, R x. >E is a solution of 2.2.2 then 

). vß is a quasi-martingale (see, e. g. to Pal 

Proof 

By lemma 2.2.3, 

vß (t) = voe-ßt +ßf0 e-ß 
(t-s w (s) a. " 

s 

= voe-ßt"+ OW(t) _2 fOe-ß(t-s)ý�1(s)ds. 

Let X1(t, w) = ow(t, w) 

and X2 (t, i) = voe-ßt - ß2 fie-ß (t-s)w(s)ds. 

Then, 

(i) x1 is a martingale since W is: 

(ii) X2 is almost surely of bounded variation 

since it has almost surely C1 sample paths 

(W has almost surely ccrtinu. ous sample 

paths). 

-Hence X- X1 + X2 is a quasi-martingale. 

Remark Since. zß has almost surely Cl sample paths zß 

is almost surely of bounded variation :- 

zß (t) = zo + vQ (1-e-ßt) + ße-ßt ßs 
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i 7- 7_ 7iT. Amm; ý 

(i) E (vß (t)) = voe-ßt 

(ii) Es (vß (t)) = vß (s) e-p 
(t-S) for O<s<t<R. 

Proof 

(i) vß (-t) = voe-ßt + ßj e-ß 
(t-s) 

IdW (s) 

and the second term has zero expectation by 1.3.1 (vii). 

(ii) vß (t) = voe-ßs (e-ß (t-s)) + ßfp e-ß 
(t-s) 

e-ß 
(s-r) Idw (r) 

+ß st e-. 
' ß (t-r) 

IdW (r) 

= e-ß 
(t-s)ßß (s) + ßfs e-ß 

(t-r) 
IdW (r) . 

" Thus Es (vß (t)) = e-ß 
(t-S) 

v0 (s) by 1.3.1 (viii). 

(2.2.8) Lemma 

Neither zß nor vß satisfy A (g) for q>1 (even if E= R) . 

Proof 

(i) In order to satisfy A (q) vß must satisfy a. s. for 

0<s<t<R, ' t-s< cs °, 

ýI Es (vß (t) -vß (s) )It < K(t-s) for some c'7>0, K>O. 

But Lemma 2.2.7 shows that 

Es (v (t) -vß (s) )1 = 1Ivß (s)lIE( 

and while <ß (t-s) 
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---ý 1. J a. üaJJ4 LLa1.. lGlAý1"C" y1 VC. aa iv%'v 

{w; 1Ivý NJ > 0. Thus K does not exist. 

(ii) Since v (t) = dz (t) a. s. , dtv 

for t>s 11, Es (zß (t) -z (s) )lýL = 
lý StEs (vß (r) ) dr 

_f 
tvß (s) e-ß 

(r-s) dr III 

(I vß (s)11 (1-e-ß (t-s) ) 

0 
Again, we note that'vß is unbcunded. - 

We will be interested in '-stochastic differential equations' 

of the form dx = XdzP. Since zp does not satisfy A(4) we 

cannot use Theorem 1.1.7 to show the existence of solution2 

to this equation. However, since dzß = vßdt we rewrite 

this s. d. e. a. s the family of ordinary differential equations 

dx = Xvß dt , indexed by co 'which can be dealt with by the 

theory of ordinary differential equations. 

Now we assume that E is a Hilbert space with an ort1pnormal 

basis as in S1.3 and we define' Pn to be projection from E 

onto the first n coordinates of e. . Let Wn be the 

n-dimensional Brownian motion Pn. W. Then we have an 0-U 

system on Pn(E) given by 

dvß. = -ßvßdt + of dwn , vß(0)=vö 

dzß = vßdt , zß(0) = zö, 
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Where In is the identity map on Pn(E). 

f 

(2.2.9) Lemma 

if vn = Pn(vo) and zn = Pn(zo) then 

vß = Pri vß and zß = Pri zß _a. s.. 

Proof 

We know that dvß = -ßvßdt + ßdW , 

i. e. vß(t) = v0 - ßJ vß(s)ds + ßW(t). 

Thus, since Pn is linear, 

Pri vß (t) = Pn (vo) -ß ft Po vß (s) ds +. ßPn W (t) 

vn - ßJ Pri vß(s)ds + ßwn(t) a. s. 

Hence Pri vß = vß a. s.. 

Also, zß (t) =z0+J vß (s) ds 

so Pn vß (t) = zö + f0 vß (s) ds a. s. 

Remark Using this result we see that, in the case of an 0-U 

process on a Hilbert space, we can split (zß, v into 

independent 1-dimensional 0-U processes based on the 

independent 1-dimensional Wiener processes 
1Wý 

where each 

Wi is the projection of W"onto the i-th coordinate of E. 

(2.2.10) Lemma 

E( livo(t)1) )< 2e-20t ivol`2 + AEß (1-e-2ßt) (trL). 
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If E is a Hilbert space the result becomes 

2E 
(lIvß (t)(f )= e-2ßtlIvollE + (1-e 2ßt) (trL) . 2 

Proof 

vß (t) = voe-ßt + ße-ßtf: eOSIdW (s) . 

Hence 

E (lvß (t)1I? ) c 2e-2ßtilvol, 
ý 

+ 2ß2e-2ßt(1 fdteßSIdW (s)ll 2 

2e-20tiIvoll2 + 20 2e-20tAEJ (trL) e2ßsds 

by 1.3.1 (vii) 

= 2e-2ßtf lv0116 2+ 
PAE (trL) (1-e-? ßt) 

If E is Hilbert then we write 

ljvß (t), jE = e-2ßt1'voll2 + 

+2ße-2ßt<vo , f' eßsIdW (s)) 
E 

+ ß2e-2ßtu foteß9IdW (s)II 2 
4 

and the middle term has zero expectation by 1.3.1(vii) ( note 

that this is true even if vo is amember of 
e (SL, j ; E) 

which is -40-measurable). 
-4& 

If E is a Hilbert space an alternative way to see the 

above result is to split vß into its 1-dimensional component 

processes and use the result in 2.1.2 for 1-dimensional 

O-U processes : 

E (av (t) 2) 
=E (4vß (tt) 2=E (ýuvß (t)U 2) 

ß 

_ ýE (11vß (t)11 )= Lý Qýv e-2ßt+ ). 
lß 

(1-e-2ßt) ) 
15 it-; 

2 
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and we note that Z\i= trL. 

(2.2.11) Lemma 

If E is a Hilbert space then, 

mE 
(IV0 (t) n+2m) -e (2m) .1 (trL) k2k 11v11 2 (m-k) ke-2 (m-k) ßt (1-e-2ßt) k 

k= O (2 Fm-k))! 2. k: 

or m> 1. 

Proof 

We will use-inductiön. Note that-: from Lemma 2.2.10 we 

see that the result holds for m=1. We assume the result for 

m-1. 

Let f: E -> R be defined by f (x) _ t[xIIEm. 

Then f is C2 and 

Df(x) = 2m'Ix112 2 (m- 1)<X, 
. 
)E eL (E; R) 

(m-1)<y, 
'ý E +4m(m-1)11 m2 (m-2)4c, 

y, E4x,. 
)E D2f (x) y= 2muxii 

%5 
-11 E 

e L(E; JR) for x, y e E. 

Also . 

vß (t) = v0 + ß, ýtIdW (s) -$ f6 vß (s) ds . 

Thus the Ito formula, 1.3.2 gives us that 

f (vß (t)) = f(v0) + 2mO Ilvß (s)Ii 2 (m-1)/v0 (s) 
. dW (s)> 

- 2mp f6 u v, (s) JI 2m ds 

+ P- 2 f: trLF (s) ds + ý2 fO trLG (s) ds 
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where F(s) and G(s) are the first and second terms of 

D2f (vß (s)). 

Now, 

fO trLF(s)ds = fOIE2mý`v0(s)I1E(m-1)\y, y%dv(y)ds 

= f6 2mltvß (s)"E (m-1) (trL) ds , 

and 

f'6 trLG(s) ds = 4m(m-1) f6 fEi{vß (s)ý`E 
(m-2)lvß 

(s) 
. yý vß (s) 

, y%E ` 

dv (y) ds 

= 4m(m-1) f6tUvß(s)I1E(m-24f ýi<vß(s). eýEds. 

Hence, 

m 2m 2 -) ds E (qvß (t)lle) - 
uvot1E + mß (trL), j6 E (Ilvß (s) 11 

E2 
(m 1) 

+2m(m-1)ß2f6E(Ilvß(S)ITE(m-2)ý) <vß(s). el'E)ds 

- 2mß f6 EUvß (s)u 
Emds 

=a (t) - 2mß ff E ttv$ (s )i1 
Em ds 

where a(t) is the sum of the first three terms on the r. h. s. 

We use lemma 2.2.13 , which we prove shortly, to 

obtain 

E (pvß (t)IJE) =a (t) - 2mß fp e-2mß (t-ýs) 
a (s) ds 

which, integrating by parts, is 

a (t) - 2mß ýe-2m. ß (t-s) 
a(s)30 

t-J 
e-2mß 

(t-s) 
a' (s) ds 

2mß 2mß 

=a (0) e-2mßt + fOte-2mß (t-s) 
a' (s) ds. 

Now, a(O) -"vo11ým 

and a'(s) = mß2 (trL) E (uv0 (s)" E (m-1) 

+ 2m (m-1) ß2E (ýIvß (s), 2m(m-2))ýl(vß (s) , ei/E2) 
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so 

But <vß (ý) , eýý2 < I`ve (s)ýt 

a' (s) < mß2 (trL) E (Ilvß (s)1j E (m-1) ) 

+ 2m(m-1)0 
2(trL)E(uvß(s)1\E(m-1)) 

=m (2m-1) ß2 (trL) E Qvß (s) `1E (m-1) ) 

giving by induction, 

E (qvß (t)`' Em) 
< e-2mßtýiva E2 

m+ 

+ fite-2mß (t-s)m(2m-1) ß2 (trL)E (Ilv (s)1lE 
(m-1) )ds 

_ e-2mßtýv `l2m + oE 

+ m(2m-1) ß2 (trL) e-2mßt fOte2mßsE (Ilvß (s)'l 2(m-1) ) ds 

e-2mßttly 
2m 

+ 
oIE 

M-1 

+ m(2m-1) ß2 (trL)e-2mßtý 
(2 (m-1)) :, lvol'E(m-k1) (trL)kßk. 

k=0(2(m-k-1)) ik! 22k 

ft-2 (k+1)ýs 
(1-e-2ýs) kds 

' 0e 

_+ e-2mßtq voll E 

m 2mßt k 2(m-k) k+l t 2kßs 2ßs k-1 
+ (2m) .1 e- (trL) ýývol` 

Eß 
f6 e (1-e ) ds 

k=12(2(m-k))12 2 k-1 (k-1) 

= e_2mßt``v 'I 2m 
+ 

0E 
m 

(2m) : e-20kt (trL) k ýýv II 2 (m-k) k+l (e2ßkt (1-e-2 ßt) k) 
+k=1 

2 (2 (m-k)) ! 22 k-1) (k-l) 2ßk 

mk2 (m-k) -2ß (m-k) tk 2ßt k 
_< (2m) 1 (trL) 1t vo Ee 

(1-e ) 
k=0 (2 (m-k)) i 22 -k:.: # 
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(2.2.12) Remark 

In particular, if E is a Hilbert space and ß>l, 

m 
E (ý, vß (t)ý 

Em) 
ö (2m) 

2klivou 

E (m-k) (trL) ]c 

(2 (m-k)). 2k 
ßm 

and hence is bounded by a constant depending only on m, v0 

and W. 

We say Eq vß (t)lý 
Em) Pm m>1. 

0m 

(2.2.13) Gronwall's Lemma 

Let 6, a be real-valued Lebesgue-integrable functions on 

the interval [0, R] such that for some L>O 

W 
...... yS (t) < a (t) + LJÖ 0 (s) ds te [0, R]. 

Then ýS (t) <a (t) +L S6 eL 
(t-s) 

a (s) ds a. a. te CO, R]. 

If we have equality in (k) then L need not be positive, 

and the result becomes equality. 

Proof 

we will just prove the result for inequality taking the 

proof from Elworthy C Lt- D. 

Set''(t) = fos3(s)ds. Then 'f is differentiable a. e. and 

'Pj' (t) <a (t) +L (t) 

giving d (e-Lty(t)) < e-Ltait) 
dt 

whence eLt fite-Lsa (s) ds. 
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Substitution gives the result. 

S3. Iterated Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Processes 

We will construct a sequence of processes 
{z0n3 

on E 

for n>l such that each zß has almost surely Cn sample paths. 

Consider the pair (v0, zß) of stochastic processes on 

E given by the equations, 

f 
dz2(t) = vß(t)dt 01 Zß(o) = Z0 

dvß (t) = -ß2vß (t)at + ß2vß (t)at. 

By the theory of ordinary differential equations solutions 

exist for all te [0, R] for almost all wecL. 

In general we define zn, vn by 0 ß, 

dZß (t) = vß (t) dt , Zß (o) = Z0. 
(2.3.1) 

(n-1) 

vn 
(n-1) 

dvn (t) _ -ß2 (t)dt+ ß2 vn-1(t) dt vn (0)=v ßßßßo 

where zi and vß are zß and vß respectively and 

'v0dt' =' dz ß (t) '= dW (t) . 

(2.3.2) Theorem 

For each n>1 `lzß (t) -W (t) -zo 
`l >0 as uniformly 

for te [0, R]. 

Proof 

We use induction on n, noting that the result is true 

for n=1 by theorem 2.2.5. 
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Assume the result is true for n. 

Then we. use Gronwall's lemma to obtain (noting that in the 

case of equality in Lemma 2.2.13 j5 and a Can":. map into any 

Banach space), 

vn+l (t) =v eý+ýß2nftn (s)ds _2 

(n+l) 
fte-ß2n (t-s) 

ßo 0vß 0 
f0vß(r)drds 

ptt 2n tn 2(n+l) tn 
=vö+ß JOvß(s)ds -ß -l fOvß(s)ds 

2n ß 

2 
(n+l) 2nt t 2ns 

n + e-ß f0 eß vß (s) ds 

ß 2n 
(integrating by parts) 

---evo + ß2ne 
ý2ntfÖ 

e0 
2nsvn 

(s) ds. 0 

2n 2n :. 2n 2" s n Hence zß+l (t) = zo +ý f0 en 
ß rv0 (r) drds tv, 

0 
e' 

s 
coo -2 s 46e 

n . 
= zo -e -0 Je e0 svß(s)ds +V 

zn[I-e4ta t, 

. ý, ý.. _ .,.. _ 
+ ß? fÖ e-ß2 

n 
seß2n svß (s) ds 

2n 

2nttß 2n 
= zo - e-ß fp e svß (s) ds t Vof 

Z[ý_e $L 

+J vß (s) ds 

2n nA 2n 
= zß (t) - e-ß 

tfÖ 
eß 

r svß (s) dst Voý. 
2 EI-e-ý e3 

- 

Thus zß+l (t) -W (t) - Zo1ý < 11zß (t) - W(t). -zo11 
2n 2n 

+ e-ß 
tf0 

eß 
SCIvß (s)" ds. 

We can easily show by induction thatl`vß (s)j'' 

for allte[0, R]-_ 

ä 
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and hence 

11 zn+1 (t) -W ct, -z0[ý2 < 311Zß (t) -W (t) -z0 2 3 
n 

3e-202 L `RSA e2ß2 sI[v 
ßn 

(s)II 2ds 

by th Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

'Re-2ß2ntKý; p)2' fp e2ß2nsds +3I(Voll 
2(n++) 

+ 3«zß(t)-w(t)-zA 2 

< 3ý1 'ý l' 3ýý ýß (t) _W (t) -zo1ý 
2 

+3Vý, lt2 2tn+ý) 

which tends to zero as 0 tends to infinity (uniformly for 

te [0, R]) by induction. 
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CHAPTER THREE. ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK PROCESSES ON MANIFOLDS. 

§l. General Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Processes 

In this section we will show how it is possible to construct 

O-U type processes on any manifold with sufficient structure, 

before particularising to Riemannian manifolds in §2. 

modelled on a Hilbert space 
Let M be a separable, metrisable C4 manifold/ We assume 

the existence of Q, a C3 section of HomM (E, TM) for' some 

Banach space E and of a spray. over M (i. e. a vector field 

over TM satisfying, for seR identified with the map 

TTM -> TTM given by scalar multiplication by s on fibres, 

! (sv) = sksl(v) for all ve TM). 

As in example 1.1.10 we will construct an S. D. S. (X, z) 

on TM , (X, z)- = (X1®Y, WOt) where X1 is. a section of HomM(E, TM), 

W is a Brownian motion on E and (Y, t) is a drift. 

We will construct Xl and Y in turn. 

Xl arises from 0 in the following manner. We have a map 

0: Ex TM > TTM, 

E xTM tr (MxE) 
49 

1r'NTM) VT (TM) -> TTM 

Here rrl is -. e 'pull-back' by tt, the . natural projection from 

TM to M :- in a chart (U, $) modelled on a Hilbertspace H, 

r '(MxE) has the representation j6 (U) xI E and Try (TM) has the 

representation j6(u)xHrH (if B is a fibre bundle over M then 

n'-B is the fibre-bundle product TMxMB). If in the chart (U, $5) 
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Q has the local representation, 

QU : ftS (U) yR --> (U) xH 

(x, v) t-> (x, QÜ (x, v) ) 
(we will frequently use the same symbol. _for representations 

then i<(Q) has the representation 
and their principal parts) 

1 (Q) u: ýS (v) 2H >F, -ß, 6 (u) A' 

(x, e, v) t-> (x, e, %(x, v)) . 

We will construct a for more general vector bundles - this will 

prove useful in £2. Let'r: B V be a vector bundle over aC1 

manifold V. Then there is an exact sequence 

0 ->t'B TB TV >o (see Lang [12. ]). 

To see this , let (U, p) be a chart of V modelled on a Banach 

space E, in which t l(U) has representation UxF for some 

Banach space F. In this chart, 

'l, B has representation $ (U) xFxF, 

TB has representation jd(U)xExFxF, 

'L (TV) has representation $ (U) xExF. 

a has the local representation, 

aU :O (U) xFxF -> yS (U) xExFxF 

(x, v, w) F--> (X, 0 
, v, w) . 

We will show, 
(3.1.1) Lemma 

a : %*B --> TB is well-defined by the above local representation. 

Proof 

Let (Ü, 'N) be another chart of V with u(\U # $. We must show 
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that the above local definition of a is invariant under the 

change of coordinates in B, 

p (Ul1Ü) xF -- > (UnU) xF 

(x, v) t-> (l'oP 1(X) 
,L (X) v) 

where f is a Banach space and Le C°(U4Ü, L(F; f)) 

and TX: j6 (Urnil) xExFxP --> (U ) xExFx& 
(x, e. v, w) N (Toj5'1(x), D(? oj6-1) (x)e, L(x)v, L(x)w + 

TXL(e)v) . 

In other words we require the following diagram to be 

commutative, 
a 

UxFxF U> UxExFxF 

iö)U TV 

cc IV 
Üx: xF U ÜxExFxf 

where t(ii)U(x, v, w) = 
i( 

c, L(x)v, L(x)w). 

This is true if and only-if 

CYO J6 -1 (x) , O, L(x)v, L(x)w) = 

(? odd-1(x) , D(*tof6-1) (x) (0) , L(x)v, L(x)w+TXL(0)v) 

which is clearly true. 
77" 

Returning to the case 'r: B -> V is tt : TM >M we see that 

the local representation of a: ii TM -> TTM in the chart (U,, 6) 

is 

au : ýd(v)Xi4i -> (O(u)XH)X(iXH) 

(x, v, w) t-> (x, v, 0, w) . 

1 
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Hence 0 is represented locally by, 

U:, 
S (U) xHxE >jd (U) xHxHxH 

(x, v, w) r-> (x, v, 0, %(x, w) ) 

We define qß : EXTM ->ExTM 

by (w. vv) t->(ßw, vv) " 

Then Ongß defines Xl. Locally, 

xlu : fd (U) xH> E (U) xlvc. &H 

(x, v, w) 1-->(x, v, 0, ß0U(x, w)) . 

We will now construct Y. This will consist of three parts: - 

(i) the analogue of the s. d. e. 'dz0=v0dt' 

(ii) the analogue of '-ßv0dt' in equation 2.2.1= 

(ii) a C1 vector field P on M (: Yhich may be zero) 

which is the analogue of the force field 

in example 1.1.10. 

The first part is given by the spray which we have assumed 

exists over M- we have a vector field on TM satisfying, 

locally, 

O(U)XH (ý(U)xIýxýii ) 

(x, v) t--. > (x, v, v, fU(x, v)) 

where for seR, fu (x, sv) = s2fU (x, v) . 

Note that in example 1.1.10 we took fu to be identically 

zero. 

The second (' frictional ')part of the vector field, like 

X1, . arises from a. Define the section pß ': TM > it*(TM) by 
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the local sections, 

(Pß) U !6 (U) xH ->16 (U) xxcHH 

(x, v) 6 (x, v, -ßv) . 

bp- 
This is easily seen toAinvariant under a change of 

coordinates and hence is well defined globally. 

aopß TM -> TTM becomes the second part of the vector 

field. Locally 

(aopß) 
U: 36 (U) xH ->'(. d (U) xH) x; HXli) 

(X, V) t_'> (X, V, O, -ßv) . 

For the third part of the vector field (the 'force field') 

we assume that we are given a vector field F over M with local 

representation 

Fu: gS(U) >0 (U) XH 

x t-ý (x, FV (x)) 
. 

In the same way that 0 generates 0 we get f: TM ->TTM, 

locally 

VU : .6 
(U)xH > (U)XI I-p(H 

(x, v) r-> (x. v. O, FÜ(x)) . 

We put the three parts of the vector field together to 

give Y: TM --* TTM defined by the local representations, 

YU : j6(U)XH ->/(U)x. WI-PCH 

(x, v) t-> (x, v, v, -ßv + fu (X, V) + FÜ (x) ) 

which gives the section ( lso called Y) of HornTM(. R, TTM) 

represented locally by 

YU : «U)xI- R -; > (U)XW H 

W, v, t) " t---; (x, v, vt, -ßvt + fu (x, v) t+FU (x) t) 
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Thus X= X1®Y : TMXEx R -> TTM is represented locally by 

XU (U) xHxEx R>, 6 

(3.1.2) (x, v, w, t) 1 --> (x, v, vt, -ßvt + ffj (X, V) t +FÜ(x) t+ ßQU(x, w)) . 

As we stated at the beginning of this section, we consider 

the S. D. S. (X, z) where z= W®t. Then Theorem 1.1.7 tells us 

that the s. d. e. dx=Xdz, x(0)=xo eM -has maximal solutions. 

Such a solution x: [0S) x1. ->TM may be called an ' O-U process' 

"-- on TM. We will show in g3- höw we can construct another a-U 

process on TM given an O-U process on E. 

(3.1.3) Suppose that we are given another C2 vector field 

V on M. Then we create an '0-U process plus drift' on TM 

as follows. Let V be represented locally by 

V: je (U) ->O(u)xx 

xi> (x, V (x)) 
. 

TV is a C1 vector field on TM represented locally by 

TVU :$ (U) xH ->. 6 (U) xHxHxH 

(X, V) t-->(x, v, VU (x) 
, TVU (x) (v)) . 

We add this term to the drift Y to give 

x TMXFx R --> TTM represented locally by 

xv : ýö (U) xExHx R -> p5 (v) xxxHxH 

(x, v, w, t) t --> (x, v, vt+VU(x) t, -ßvt+fu(x, v) t+FU(x) t+ßQU(x. )+ 

TVU (x) (v) t) . 
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.. ý 

(3.1.4) Example 

Let M=H=E. Then we have 0 globally defined by 

0: HXH > TH = HxH 

(x, v) ý---ý (x, v) . 

We take the zero spray over H, 

HxH --> HxHcHxH 

(x, v, V, O). 

Let F be the vector field F': H ->HxH 

x i---> (x ,g (x) ) 

for some continuous map g from H to H. We have f: HxH-HLxJixHy-, i 

given by (x, v) 1 --> (x, v, 0, g(x)) . 

V--is any C? vector field over H. Then X=X1®Y is the 

section, 

X: HxHxHx R --ý HxHxHxH 

(x, v, w, t) a (x, v, vt+V (x) t, -ßvt+g (x) t+ßw+2'v (x) vt) . 

We may rewrite the s. d. e. "dv = Xdz as , 

dx(t) = v(t)dt + V(x(t))dt, x(o)=x0 

dv(t) = -ßv(t)dt + g(x(t))dt + ßdW(t) + TV(x(t))kdt 

Thus if V is not identi cally zero v is no longer the'velocity' 

of z. If. v is zero we have the equation of an O-U process in 

a force-field on H, and if g is also zero we have the situation 

of Chapter Two... 
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2. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Processes on Riemannian Manifolds 

Let M be--a-finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold modelled 

on Rn, with orthonormal frame bundle O(M). 

We do not, in general, have a section Q of HomM( Rn, TM) 

as we assumed existed in. ' 1, but-we do have a spray -*the 

Riemannian spray which generates the geodesics in M. 

However, as we saw in A1.5 there is a section 9 of 

-Homo (M)- 
( Rn, TO (M)) , 

8-: ---O (M)x Rn--- HO (M) C---> TO (M) 
. 

We will use the method of -41 to construct an O-U process 

on HO (M) . Projection to TM by Tt (where t: O (M) -->M is 

projection) will give us an O-U process on TM. 

We take the construction in four parts - spray, 'friction', 

'force field' (generated by some C2 vector field over M), 

and 'noise'. 

spray 

We require a vector field over TO(M). In fact as we 

intend to construct, on 0(M), the horizontal lift of a 

process on M (i. e. the process on 0(M) will consist of the 

lifts of the C1 sample paths of the process on M) we are 

only intemsted in obtaining a vector field over HO(M). We 

- will--use the- map, 'ý --ýý -- 

HO (M) >o(M) X Rn -> TO (M) X Rnx Rn -a THO (M) 

vu (U, )a (A (U, v) , v, 0)c- 9 (@ (U, v) , v, 0) . 

Let v be a solution curve in HO(M) of this vector field 
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with initial point e(uo, vo). Then v projects onto 0(M) as 

a solution curve of du=E(u, vo)dt with u(0)=uo. 

A proof of the following proposition is contained in 

Kobayashi and Nomizu [10] where the 8 vo are 'standard 

horizontal vector fields'. 

(3.2.1) Proposition 

Let vo e Rn with I vot =1 and define 9 vo 
:0 (M) -> HO (M) 

by 8vo (u)'= e (u, vo) . The solution curves of 8vo project 

by t: 0 (M) M to precisely the geodesics of M. 

Friction 

we require. a vector field on HO(M) and we will obtain this 

from the map a constructed in 91. The vector bundle is 

ý: HO (M) -ý 0 (M) and a: r (HO (M)) --ý THO (! ) is given 

(globally) by 1 

'ý (HO (M ) ---> e (0 (M) x Rn) -> 0 (M) x Rnx Rna, > TO (M) x Rnx Rn4T'HM 

(u, v, w) I--> (8(u, 0) , v, w) . 

Thus the frictional vector field is, again globally, 
'r9 

HO (M) -> 0 (M) xR>0 (M) x ýnx Mn 
54 

TO (M) x Rnx Rn > THO (M) 

vu t- > (u, v) 1--'> (u, v, -ßv) h (6(u, o) , v, -ßv) 

Force Field 

We suppose that we are given a vector field (C2) F on 

M. The horizontal lift F1 of F on O (M) is given by 

F1 (ux) = (Tt tHux o(m» -1(F (x», 
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i. e. F1 :0 (M) --ý 0 (M) x Rn -> H0 (M) 

ux 1-> (ux, U-1 (F (x) ) 
x 

This, in turn, determines on HO(M), 

T9 
HO (M) >0 (M) x Rn > TO (M) X Rnx _, 

n > THO (M) 

vu t-> (ux. v) Y--> (6(uu. O) . v. ux1(F (x))) . 

Noise 

The noise is determined in precisely the same wpy ?s it wps 

in 31 
, though on HO (M) rather than on TOW :- 

HO (M) x Rn -> THO (M) is given by 

HO (M) x Rn =ý eM (0 (M) x Rn) 1" (HO (M) THO (M) 

(V iw) Te(e(u, 0) , v, w) 

where (u, v) = Vu and ý: HO (M) --> O (M) is projection. 

Define qß : HO (M) x Rn --> HO (M) x Rn by 

( 
u. w) t--->( ) 

u, 
ßw) . 

Then Ä-oqß is the section X1 of HomHO (M) (i THO (M) ) 

determining the noise. 

We now combine the four parts of the S. D. S. constructed 

above on HO(M). The total drift, given by 'spray', 'friction'. 

and 'force field' is 

Y: HO (M) --> 0 (M) x Rn --> TO (M) x Rnx Rn -> THO (M) 

vu T&(&(u, v), v, -ßv +u 
1(F ('t(u))) . 

-0 
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Adding the noise we get the section X of 

HomHO (M) 
(Rnx R, THO (M) ), 

HO (M) X Rnx R-O (M) x Rnx Rnx R-> TO (M) x Rnx R' --> THO (M) 

('. ), w, t) i--> (u, v, w, t) t-> (9 (u, vt) , v, - ßvt+ßw+u-1F (t(u))) , 

Then, again letting z= W®t on RnxM , 
(X, z) is a 

canonically defined S. D. S. on HO(M) and the s. d. e. 

dx=Xdz, x(0)=u0 possesses a maximal solution on HO(M) by 

Theorem 1.1.7. 

Let u: [0,, 1. ) x S2. --MHO (M) be such a solution. Then 

we have a process v: [0, I)xCL -->TM defined by v= Ttou. 

v is an 'Ornstein-Uhlenbeck' process on TM. Note that 

0-1 ou is the process on 0 (M) x Rn, 

[o, 1) xrL. --QO(M) x Rn. 

(t, c) > (Cü (t, w)) . (e(u (t, W))) -lv (t, w)) . 

As in ti we can use a C2 vector field on M to create 

an extra drift term in the s. d. e. determining the O-U 

process. 

t3. The Rolled Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process 

Let M be a manifold, Ea Barlach space and Qa section 

of HomM(E, TM) all satisfying the conditions imposed. on them 

in §1. Also we let V be a C2 vector field on M as in3.1.3. 

In 91 we constructed an '0-U' process on M by analogy 

with the construction of such processes on Banach spaces.. We 
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now assume that we are given an O-U process (z3, vß) on E 

Fnd thPt E is 2-uniformly smooth, hence permitting ourselves 

to ^pply the results of Chppter 2. 
(zß, v0) may be an O-U process in a force- field on E, 

in which case we get an extra term in the s. d. e. 2.2.1. 

Consider the family of o. d. e. s, 

dx (t) /dt =Q (x (t)) vß (t) -+ V (x (t)) ,x (0) =xoe M 

(cf. remark following Lemma 2.2.8). Then maximal. solutions 

exist for almost all c. ý e . 
ice, giving a process ri M if we 

take x(t, ca) = xo for all ca such that zß (. , w) is not Cl. 

x: [0,! ) x IL ->M has almost surely C1 sample paths. 

Let (U, s) be a chart of M such that x (t, cz) eU for some, 

t>O and G eCLs. t. x(-,, --, ) is Cl. Locally we have xU (t) e, 6 (U) , 

xÜ (t) e36 (U) xH, 
0 

xU(t) _ (xr(t), QU(xU(t) )vß (t) -c vU(xU(t))) . 
In what follows we will drop the subscript 'U'. We form 

from this a- local (Ito") s. d. e. on M. The significance of 

(Its) throughout this paper is that there will be no second 

-order terms in the corresponding integral equations. 

Locally, 

+ a(x(t), v(t)) _ (Q(x(t))vß(t)at + V(x'(t))at, D'V(x(t))v(t)dt 

D1Q (x (t) 
, vß (t)) v (t) dt +Q (x (t)) dv0 (t)) 

*1 

As in example 3.1.4 we have, 

dv0(t)- = -ßvß(t)dt + g(zß(t))dt + ßdW(t). 

Thus we have the connected pair of equations, 

dx (t) =Q (x (t)) vß (t) dt +V (x (t)) dt 
(3.3.1) 

(Its) dv(t)= DV(r. (t))V(t)dt + D1Q(x(t), vß(t))v(t)dt - 

- ßQ (x(t))vß(4)dt + Q(x(t))g(zß(t))dt + 

+ ßQ(x(t))dw(t). 
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We can compare the O-U process on TM which is a maximal 

sblution of 3.3.1 starting from a given point, with a solution 

of the. s. d. e. corresponding to the S. D. S. of 3.1.3: - 
(3.3.2) 

dx1(t) = v1 (t) dt +V (x1 (t)) dt , x1(0) = xo eM 

dv1 (t) = -ßv1(t) dt +f (x1(t) v1(t)) dt +F (x1(t)) dt + 

+ ßQ (x1(t)) dW (t) + DV (x1 (t)) v1(t) dt, 

v1(0) =Q (x0) v0 +V (xo) = V(O). 

Now let us assume that M=H is the Hilbert space on which 

vß and zß are defined and that in §1 we have the zero spray, 

so that f=0, and that F=g on H. Assume also that Q(x)v=v 

for all x, v e H. Then 3.3.1 becomes 

dx (t) = vß (t) dt +V (x (t)) dt 

dv (t) = DV (x (t) )v (t)jt - ßvß (t) dt +g (zß (t) ) dt 

+ ßdW (t) , 
and 3.3.2 becomes 

dxl(t) = v, (t) dt + V(x, (t))dt 

dv1(t) = -ßv1 (t) dt +g (x1(t) ) dt + ßdW (t) 

DV (x (t) ) vl (t) dt. 

Thus even in this simple case the two constructions give 

different processes unless V is identically 

zero. 

In particular, let M be a finite dimensional Riemannian 

manifold. In ý1.5 we saw how to construct a Brownian motion 

on M given one on RR. We use a similar construction to obtain 

an Ornstein-ühlenbeck process on M. Let z be a stochastic 
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process on T. M starting at 0x and choose uo e 'ý-1(xo). 
00 

Let us assume that z has almost surely Cl sample paths. 

uo- 
öz 

-is a process on-- -Rn-with almost surely C1 sample 

paths starting at O. If 6 is the---canonical diffeomorphism 

from 0 (M) x Rn to HO (M) then by the theory of ordinary 

differential equations du/dt =6 (u(d ýuE 
dz (t)) , u(0) =uo dt 

has solutions for almost all co e SL 
. Let u: [0,. ýuo) xEL-> 0 (M) 

be such a family of maximal solutions and define 

OD (z) (uo) =tiou : [O, luo)xfl--5- M. J) (z) (u0) is a process on 

M starting at xo and is independent of the u0 chosen in 

't-1 (x0) . Hence we write 0 (z). cD (z) is the composition 

of z with the Cartan development and the process by which 

we obtaincD (z) is called rolling. 

In fact we wish to construct an O-U process on M based 

on an O-U process on Rn. In this case the development of z 

does depend on uo. However, similarly to Proposition 1.5.3 

we can show that 

(3.3.3) Lemma 

Let (zß, v0) be an 0-U process on Rn and let u, v be 

maximal solutions of the family of o. d. e. 's du=9(u)vßdt 

with initial points uo, v0 respectively, where uo, v0 e'E-l(xo). 

Thenq9ou(t, w) = v(t, p(w)) a. s. where p is a measure- 

preserving transformation of Sý-. = Cl ([O, R]; Rn) f 
3(u) - vo. 

There is an inverse map to 0 
cb -1 constructed as follows. 

Let x: [0, S) xS1. -M be a process with almost surely Cl 
14thileJaý xo 

sample pathsAand choose cae S1. such that xw: [0,8 (w)) -->M 
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is C1. Let xu (-, o) be the horizontal lift of x(-, (. 3) to 

0 
0 (M) with xu (0) = üo e 'ý-1(xo) . 

0 

Then x (t, t.. >) =VU (t, c. w) =9 (x (t, w) , vu (t, w)) for v u0 0 
u0 0 

u0 

some process on IR n. D -1 (x) = uoo vu is a process on T. M 
00 

which can easily be seen to roll onto x on M. 

We have. 

I- 

(3.3.4) Theorem 

Let (zv be an O-U process on Rn and let us roll 

this onto M to obtain x: [0, S) xa -->M starting at* xolchoosC. % J 

Zoý oývo e1R4 buoy ti-'Cxo)). 

Let yx . 
Q. 

--> M be another 0-U pröces s on mL 

which-is the projection of an O-U process on TM obtained 

by the method of ý2 with a constant of ß and V and F both 
býalrýýtý ýýinf 9 (. ü. uc), 

identically zero We assume also that (zß, v is an 0-U 

process without a force-field so that its components satisfy 

2.2.1 and 2.2.2. 

Then y(t, w) = x(t, (J) almost surely. 

Proof 

We wig 1 use to 'unroll' y. Choose 6 ef'Lsuch that 

--->M is "C1. Then the lift of y(-, o), 

y (-, w) : CO, ')) -->O(M) starting at uo e 'r-1(xo) is the 

projection of . a-ýsolution-. curve of the c. d. e. dx=Xdz 

constructed in g2. Recall that X : HO (M) x. Rn xR --> THO (M) 

is defined by 

HO(M)x Rnx R '>0(M)x 3tnx R'x R >TO(M)x Rnx Rr'>THO(M) 

(u, v, w, t) > (©(u, vt), v, -ßvt+ßw). 
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This gives that 

y' (t) = 9(Y(t) 
, v(t) ) 

where v is a process on Rn such that dv (t) =-ßv (t) dt+ßdW (t) . 

Hence v (t) = vß (t) a. s. 

4 The Infinitesimal Generator 

We will use the construction of S2 to determine the 

infinitesimal generator of an 0-U process on a finite 

dimensional Riemannian manifold. 

Let f: TM - IR be C2 and define : HO (M) -> R by 

7'ýý-- 

(ý) = foT%(a-) . Let Pt be the transition operator of 

the O-U process on HO (M) and Pt of Ttoy =y on TM. 

pt i) (Y(o-. t. caµ. iw) 
h. Qt / 

I f0Tt(y(, -, t, CJ)) C3a. (60) 

t 

= S- 
ý 

f, (y (Tt (Q') . t. ')) dý(w) 
I' 

=Ptf (T'ti(v-)) 
. 

Let, { be the infinitesimal generator of y on HO(M) 

and ,R the infinitesimal generator of y on TM. Then from the 

above we have that . 4(f) (T't(o-)) = (') (69. 

From S1.4 
we have thpt, given ?nS. D. S. (X, z)=(X1®Y, W t), 

the infinitesimal generator of (X, z) is 

2 
iX+Y where 

tXf (x) =Eä: 21"S (x, t) ei 
lt=0 (3.4.1) 

111 
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where S (x, t) ei is a solution of dS (x, t) ei = X1(S (x, t) ei) ei , 

f is a function on M, xeM, and 
(ell is an orthonormal basis 

of IR. 

In our cpse XI is a map TM x IRn > TTM and comes by 

projection from the map, 
n 
x 

n >0 (M) x IRn x IR n 
--> TO (M) xIlxIR -> THO (M) HO (M) xlR - 

(y 
u w) r--'r (u v w) ý-ß(6(u. 0) , v. fiw) -* 

where 9 (u, v) =vu. 

We will call'-the middle, map R l* Then Xl (w) is a 

vector field over 0 (M) x IlRn for each we ]R9 Z1(w) has 

solution curves, starting at (uo, vo) at time t=0 which 

Pre given by, 

( u(t) , v(t)) = (u0 
, v0 + ptw) . 

A 
Thus X (w) has solution curves on 'HO (M) given by, 

9u(t) = 9(u0 , v0 + etw) with initi, 91. point vu(0) =9(uo, vo) . 

These curves project to TM by Tt to give the curves, 

u0 ( v0 +ý tw) = u0 (v0) + ýtu0 (w) . (3.4.2) 

where addition is in T*t(u0) M. 
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These curves Pre vertical straight lines in TM and are the 

solutions of X1(w) with initial point v 

Note that the solutions depend on u0 to 

orthogon? 1 tr? nsformation of T. %, (u )M but 
0 

from what follows that the infinitesimal 

= u0 (v0) . 

the extent of an 

it is easy. to see 

generator is 

independent of u0. We therefore take uo to be fixed. 

3.4.1 gives that S(v, t)ei =v+ Ttuo(ei) for ve TXN 

and uo e't-1(x). Let us choose the o. n. basis 9i= uo(ei) 

of TXM and coordinates yi relative to this basis (let 

v= (vl ...... vn) in this coordinate system). From 3.1.1 

Pnd 3.1.2 we have that, 

S (v, t) ei =v+ ptuo (ei) =v+P tei 

D 
Pnd .X1 

(f) (v) =E 
ä2t2 f (v + tej I 

t=0 

ät CEd (v j+ftd'i df (v+ tei) ] (t=0 
ij dt dyj 

d df(v+stei) 
dt dyi 

I 
t=0 

2d2f_2 (v + toi 
äY) 

It=0 

ý2 d2fýv) 
dyi 

Thus ý 
X1 = ý2Q 

V where Qv is the vertical 

Lap1 ci? n over TM. 
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We -re left with the non-stochastic bit of the S. D. S. 

over TM. This is a projection down of the vector field over 

HO(M) which may be written as 

HO (M) -- ,0 (M) x IRn -ý T0 (M) x 3Rn x IRn -ý THO (M) 

yu(u, v) r--'> (9 (u, v) , v, -rv+ u-1(F ('t (u))) r--> 

where F is a vector field over m( see 'Force Field', p. 51). 

We will again look at the middle term, which we split into 

three parts. Firstly we have 

Y1 : (u, v) -> (6 (u, v) , v, 0) . 

This vector field has solution curves on 0(M) x ftn which 

are given by 

(u(t), v(t)) _ (u(t), vo) 

where du (t) =e (u (t) , vo) dt, and the solutions of this equption 

are the horizontal lifts of the geodesics of M (see Proposition 

3.2.1). Thus projecting Y1 toa vector field over TM gives 

the Riemannian spray 
ý 

over M. 

Secondly we have 

Y2 : (u, v) -> (6 (u, O) . v, 1 v) . 

The projection of this vector field to TM has already been 

deplt with in 91 
and is simply o(o pp (see p. 47). 

We -re left with 

(u, v) --> (9(u, 0) , v, u-l (F ('t(u))) . This projects 
to the vector field, Fv , over TM which is the vertical lift 
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of F to TM (remember that F is a vector field over M). 

Thus we have shown that the infinitesimal generator of 

the O-U process on TM is given by 

. ri if) =i 
12 (f) + Y(f) 

tß, 6 +d(f) +otopý(f) + Fv(f). (3.4.3) 

Example 

When M= IR n the vector field Y is given by 

(x, v) - (x, v, v, -Tv+g(x)) for some map g from 

n to itself. Let (x, v) _ (xl, 
.... n, vl,... , vn) relative to 

Pn o. n. basis of stn end let f: IRn x IRn --> ]R be C2. 
2 

Thenje-l v= 
Eav 

i2 
3 (x, v) _ (x, v, v, 0) 9= Evi 

c'xi 

1 

01 ope (x, v) "= (x, v, 0, -fv) : o(ope = -? EVA) v 

Fv (x, v) = (x, v, 0, g (x) ): FV =E (g(x)) ii0 

Putting these together we get that 
2 

(f) (x, v) _ Eäß 2f (x, v) + Evil f (x, v) 
i 

-? Evi äf (x, v) +E (q (x) )-f (x, v) 
ii 

(cf. equation 29 on page 77 of Nelson [17] end also equation 

31 of J$rgansen [9]). 
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CHAPTER FOUR. APPROXIMATION THEOREMS FOR ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK 

PROCESSES 

1.42 Approximation 

In this chapter we will be considering O-U processes on 

manifolds,, of the type dx=Xv0dt + Vdt as discussed in-§3.3. 

vß will be an O-U velocity process without force-field on 

a Hilbert space E. 

Let E, H be real separable Hilbert spaces with (zp, vß) 

an 0-U process (without force-field) on E, generated by 

the Brownian motion W on E, so zß and vß are of the type 

discussed in Chapter Two. 

Let X: H 2->L(E; H) be a C2 map such that X and DX are 

globally Lipschitz in H and X, DX and D2X are bounded as 

linear maps :- 

(i) ((X(m, v)-X(n, v)Ij 3F Jjm-njjH1lv1tE 10 

(ii) 'IX (m) v\lH < KIMIE I. 

(iii) JIDX (m) p-DX (n) pltL (E; H) Jflm-ntiH II P IIH ' 

(iv) "DX (m) P'IL (E. H) :5 NIIPIIH 

(v) ID2X (m) (n) (P)II 
L (E; H) 

G TIInIIH II PUH. 

V m, n, p e il, veE. 

Note that (i) (iv) and, (iii) (v) ( we could in 
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fact take J=T and F= N). 

Note also that the above inequalities imply 

(vi) 11DX(m)°X(m) (v)11 
L(E; H) 

< NKIIv11E 

(vii) 1IDX(m)0DX(m)ÖX(m) (v, w)IIL(E. H) < N2K+IvIIEifwUE 

(viii) (` D2X (m) oX (m) (v) oX (m) (w) (L 
(E; H) < TK21, VII EII W Il E 

(ix) t\DX (m)o X (m) v- DX (n) üX (n) AL 
(E; H) < (JK+NF) II m-nWlv`tH 

for all weE. 

Let V: H -->H be Cl, Lipschitz and globally bounded :- 

Iý V (m)II H<G and uV (m) -V (n)l 
H< S ýIm-nllH V m, neH. 

(4.1.1) Theorem 

Let V and X be as above and O<R<oo. zß : [O 
. R]x, l-> E 

and vß : [O, R]x _ý_-> E with zß (0) =zo e E, v0 (0) =vo eE are 

to be 0-U position and velocity processes as in Chapter' 

Two. 

Let x be a maximal solution of dx=X (x) dW +V (x) dt with 

initial condition x(0)=xo e H, 

x: [0, R] x, (, -->H. 

Let xß be maximal solutions of the family of o. d. e. 's 

(4.1.2) xß =X (xß) vßdt +V (x0) dt , xß (0) =xo. 

xß (W) [0, R] >H is defined for a. a. we .ý 

and xß(W) is Cl where it is defined. 
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Then, 

xß -->x in o; 
t2-norm, uniformly for to [O, R], i. e. 

given . >O g N>O such that ß>N 

I`xß(t)-x(t)lI < e. vte [O, R]. 

Proof 

For x we have the stochastic integral equation, 

(4.1.3) x(t) = xo +fj V(x(s) ) ds +J X(x(s))dW(s) + 

+ 1/2 Si, 

using Proposition 1.3.6. 

From 4.1.2 we have the integral equation, 

(4.1.4) xß (t) = x0 +J v(x0 (s)) ds +Jx (xß ; s) )v0 (s) ds. 

Remembering that vß (t) = v0 + p6t=dW (s) - 0S6 t 
vß (s) ds, 

and noting that g(t) =X (xß (t)) is c1, 

g' (t) = DX (xß (t) )ý% (xß (t) ) vß (t) +V (xß (t))) , 

we can use the integration by parts formia 1.2.6 to give 

(4.1.5) xß(t) = xo +J v(xp(s) ) ds +J X(xß(s))dw(s) + 

+1J DX(xß(s))°x(xß(s)) (vß(s), vß (s))ds 

+1J DX(xß(s))oV(xß(s)) (vß(s))ds 
F 

-ß (xß (t)) vß (t) +1x (x0) v0. 

But 
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1`IX(xß(t))vß(t)II < KJlvß(t)JI <K Pl 
-To ß0 

by remark 2.2.12, 

and ß llx (xo) voll < KßjIvoU E. 

Hence both of these terms have 42-norms 
which tend to zero, 

uniformly over [0, R] as P 
. 
tends to infinity. We call terms 

satisfying this condition 8(ß) ( we will use E(ß) both for 

the condition and for terms which satisfy it). 

Also, 

ßllfotDX(xß(s))"V(xß(s)) (vß(s))dsj <. tLJ NGllvß(s))I ds 

< NGP1R . wo 
Hence this term is &(ß). From now on we will assume that 

V is identically zero, in order to simplify the expressions 

which we will derive. The conditions which we have imposed 

upon V are sufficient to ensure that any terms containing 

V can be dealt with easily. 

From the above we have that 

(4.1.6) xß (t) = x0 + P-(ß) + J' X (xß (s) ) dW (s) + 

j+1J 
Dx (x (s) )ox (xß (s)) (vß (s) , vß (s) ) ds. 

ß 

Writing vß (s) = voe-ßs + ße-ßs fp eßrTdW (r) we look at the 

last term of 4.1.6. 

This is, 
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(4.1.7) 1J DX (xß (s) ) ox (xß (s) ) (voe-ßs, voe-ßs) ds + 

+ fö DX (xß (s)) ox (xß (s) ) (voe"ßs , e-ßs fÖ ß2ldW (r) ) ds 

+(X DX-ßs f0 e dW (r) , voe-ßs) ds 

+ßfpDX(xß(s)). oX(xß(s)) (e -ßsf'eßrldW(r), e-ßsJ eßrijdW(r))ds. 

The first three terms of 4.1.7 can easily be shown to be 

P 
-(P). We integrate the last term by parts using 1.2.6 

to give, 

(4.1,9) -e-2ßtDX (xß (t) )o X (xß (t)) (fý e dw (r) , fQ er Idw (u) ) 
2 

+ fýeý2ßSDX(xß(s))oX(xß(s)) (e ý: dw(s), fýe? dw(r)) 

+ fý e-2ßsDX (xß (s)) -X (xß (s)) (fý edw (r) ,e dw (s)) 

+ fý 2ßsDX(x., (s))0X(x(s)) (eßsdW(N) eßsdW(s)) ' 

+ föe=2ßsDx(x(s))oDx(x(3)) x(xß(s)) (vß(s)). 
2 

(fý'e IdW (r) 
,J eýIdW (r)) ds 

+ fite-2 ßsD2x (:; ß (s) ) ox (xß (s)) (vß (s) )x (xß (s)) . F 
(fý eßridW (r) 

, f� eßrldW (r)) ds. 

-a+®+o+®+a+o 
ýI ýa 

11 < e-2ßtNKýE (IIf0 eßsIdW (s)i E) 

e2 
20t 

NIC6, fAýJok(I`eßSlRy4)ds] by 1.3.4 

3 e-2ßtNK(m4) 2. JR( f0 e4ßSds) 2 

3NK%IR (my, ý L 
2 40 
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where m4 = Iý yII E d7(y) < co by Fernique's theorem. 

Thus E )is E(ß). 

, ý®! 
12 < ÄE fý e-2 

ßsE (JI DX (xß (s) )X (xß (s)) (fÖ eßrldW (r)) Jv) ds 
4 

by (vii) of 1.3.1 

AE ý20s 
2s2 

eE (ýtº i (NK) 1( feßrldW (r) JI ) ds 

AE fite-2ßstr (L) (NK) 2E 
(fÖ eßrIlly dr) AE (I5 

4 

< (AE) 2ft 
e-2ßs (trL) 2 (NK) 2 fp e2ßrdrds 

4 

_ (AE) 2 (NK) 2 (trL) 2 fte-2ßS (e20s-1) ds 
4 2ß 

< (AE)2(NK)2(trL)2R 
8 

Thus is e(ß). 
ß 

Similarly, cis e(ß). 

ýý®ýI So N2K (E JI ße-ßs fo eßrldW (r) E) 
2ds 

207 

N ft (P3)ß3/2ds by 2.2.12 . 
20 

< N2KP3R'. 
2. iß 

Thus eis ý(ß) f0 is dealt with similarly. 

Thus we have shown that (considering V to be non-zero once 

more) , 

(4.1. g) xß(t) = xo +- E(ß) + fotv(xß(s))ds +J X(xß(s))dW(s) + 

+? J DX(xß(s))ox(Xß(s)) (dw(s), dw(s)). 
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Combining this with equation 4.1.3 we have, 

ß 
(t) -_ ý(ß) fÖ (4.1.10) xx (t) + [V (xß (s))- V (x (s)) ]ds + 

+ fo[x(xß(s))-X(x(s))]dw(s) + 

+ ifs [trL (DX (xß (s) )0x (xß (s)) -DX (x (s) )o 

using Proposition 1.3.6. 

Hence, taking norms 

Rx0 (t)-x(t)II2 < 4IIM(ß)II 2+ 4Rf'SIIxß(s)-x(s)If gds 
+ 

X (x (s) ) Jds 

+ 4AE (trL) fttF2, ixß (s) -x (s)112 ds 

+ 2m4RJ (JK+Np) 2j1xß (s)-x(s)I(2ds. 

We have 

I1xß (t) -x(t)11 
2< 

411£ (0)112 + CfÖ jIxß (S)_X(S)112 ds 

where C>O depends only on X, V, W and R. 

Then Gronwall's lemma (2.2.13) gives that 

xß(t)-x(t)! 
2< 4`M(ß)112 + CfýeC(t-s)4IlE(ß)1,2ds 

< 411C (0)112 e 
CR 

which tends to zero as 0 tends to infinity, the convergence 

being uniform over te [0, R]. 
7+ 

Note that while we have used the terminology of Neidhardt in 

the proof, since we have assumed that E is a Hilbert space 

we have that AE =1 and se veral of the inequalities we 

derived which included this term are actually equalities. 
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A2. 
-Convergence in Probability on Hilbert Spaces 

When we come to talk of the convergence of 0-U processes 

on manifolds to Wiener processes we will need a different 

concept from that of convergence in 
12. 

Note that Theorem 

4.1.1 implies that, for each te [0, R] and P, >O, 

/40'. 
ý xß (t, (0) -x (t, w)" H>e tends to zero as ß tends to 

infinity. 

We need 

(4.2.1) Lemma 

Let z: [0, R] --> E be C0 s. t. z (O) = 0. 

Then sup 
jz (t) - ße-ßtf' eOSZ (s) dsJl E tends to zero as 

O<t<R 

tends to infinity, for any Banach space E. 

Proof 

Z (t) - ße-ßt ft eßsz (s) ds =z (t) e-ßt + St ße-ß (t-s) (z (t) -z (s) ) ds. 

Let C. >O be given. Since z is uniformly continuous on 

[0, R] g ý>0 
s. t. s, t e [0, R] and I s-t` <7 

z(s)-z(t)(E < E/3. 

Now, 

sup 
I 

e-atz (t) IIE = max (sup II 
z (t)II 

Ee_ßt ' Sup iI z (t)Y 
Ee-ot) O<t<R O<t<CT a'et<R 

< max ( sup 
Ilz (A 

E e-ßß ). 
S<t<R 

Since z(t) is bounded for te [0, R] the latter term tends to 
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zero as ß tends to infinity. 

In particular there exists NZ>O s. t. P> N1 

sup 
(1 

e-ßtz (t) I, 
E < e/3. 

O<t<R 

sup (e -ß (t-s) "(z (t) -z (s)) dsllE) 
O-et<R 

max (sup ße-ßtjIJ'aeßs(z(t)-z(s))ds1(E 

- o<t<s 
sup ße-ßt lt f6 ýeßs (z (t) -z (s) ) dsJIE + 

3'ýtýR 

sup ße-ßt(1 st--, 
. eßs (z (t) -z (s)) dsIl E) b'<t<R 

< max (. e-ßt (eßt-1) , 2sup `z (t) II 
E. sup (ße-ßt fOt-3eßSds) 

"' 3 0<t< S<t<R 

+ sup (F ßeßtft SeßSds )) 
St<R 3 

max '2 sup (Rz (t)IlE) e-ß`S +E) 
3 O<t<R 

2E for ß>N2 , some N2>0. 
3 

Thus '. given E >0 j there exists N (Z) >0s. t. ß>N (E) 

sup I'z (t) - ße-ßt50 eßsz (s)dsllE < E' 
O<t<R 

(4.2.2) Corollary 

If vß is an O-U velocity process on a 2-uniformly smooth 

Banach space as in Chapter Two, then 

sup 
5 

Mo wit >0 almost surely as ß tends, to 
O<t<R 0E 

infinity. In particular sup 
Ilvß (t)I` 

E tends to zero in. 

" 
O<t<R 0 

probability as 0 tends to infinity. 
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Proof 

ot 
vß (t) = voe- + ? e_ßtf6 eßSIdw (s) 

= voe-pt + OW(t) - 
ße-OtJ 

e'8SW(s)ds. 

Hence, 

vß (t) = v-0e-ßt +W (t) ßtfö eßsw (s) ds. 
ß 

Since W has almost surely continuous sample paths the 

result follows. 

We can now prove, 

(4.2.3) Theorem 

Under the conditions of Theorem 4.2.1, xß converges 

to x in probability, uniformly on [O, R] in the sense that 

for each P->O, 

super 
ýI 

xß (t) -x (t)ýl 
H> 

>0 as > ý. 
tR 

Proof 

We will split xß(t) - x(t) into several terms using 

the expressions 4.1.3,4.1.5,4.1.7 and 4.1.9. These give, 

(4.2.4) 

xß (t) =A (t) + 13 (t) +C (t) +D (t) +E (t) +F (t) +G (t) + 

+H (t) +I (t) +J (t) +K (t) +L (t) 

where we assume that V is identically zero, merely to keep 

down the number of terms in 4.2.4, and 
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A(t)= 1/0 X(xo)vo s 

B (t) =- "1/ß x (xß (t)) vß (t) ; 

c(t) =J (x(xß(s))-x(x(s)"))dw-(s) ; 

D (t) = 1/ß Jp DX (xß (s)) °x (xß (s) ) (vapßs. v0e-ßs) ds 

E (t) = fotDX (xß (s) ) 0X (xß (s) ) (v0e-ßs . 1/ß vß (s)) ds s 

F (t) =( X (1/p vß'(s) , voe-ßs) ds 1 

G (t) = _e-2ßt DX (xß (t)) oX (xß (t)) (fý eý'~Iý: W (r) , 
fÖ eßr LdW (r)) P 

H(t) = foýl/2 eßs)DX(xß(s))oX(xß(s)) (f 'eßrldW(r), dW(s)) ; 

I (t) -j e-ßS DX (xß (s) )oX (x (s) ( dW (s) , f0 eßrldW (r)) s 
2 

J(t) = fle'2ßs DX(x(s))0Dx(xß(s))0X(xß(s)), vß(s). 

(föeßrldW(r), f6eß"IdW(r))ds ; 

K (t) foe-2ßsD2X (xß (s)) c)x (xý (s)) vß (s)ox (xß (s)) . 2 
(S eßrldW (r) ,Ö eßrldW (r)) ds 

L(t) =J trL (DX(x0(s))oX(x (s)) - DX(x(S))oX(x(s)))ds . 

(Several. terms involving v0 Pre left out but cause no problems. ) 

We will show that each of these terms has norm whose 

supremum tends in probability to zero as 0 tends to 

infinity. instead of "sup " we'will simply write "sup". 
0<t<R 

(i) sup, A(t)llH = 1/0 "X (x )voll 
H. < K/p ýIvollE 

0 

>0 as 0 --> -. 
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(ii) sup ý E3(t)11H = I/ß 11X (xß (t) )vß (t)I(H< K/ß1(vo (t)(IE 

-. ý 0 in probability as ß --> co by 

Corollary 4.2.2. 

(iii) sup11C(t)ýIH = sup ýI J (X (xß(s))-X (x(s))dW(s)IIH. 

Hence 

w- sup(IC (t)ý` 
H>i 124Aý f0 (): (xß (s) -X (x (S), )11 2 ds 

jV 

v by 1.3.1 (x) 

= 4A 
E JJ E XJIX (xß (s) -X (Y_ (s))) (Y} 

ll Iidýý 
(y) dz 

E fýF' trL) xß(s)-x. (s)112 ds 

- 4» 0 as ß --> co by Theorem 4.1.1. 

(iv) sup ý1 D (t)II H< sup 1/0 J NK e-20sq v (s)j/ gds 
10 

--ý 0 

(v) Sup (I E (t)I[ H< sup ft NY e-OSI vo j(EG"ß (S)II 
E ds 

c NK II voll E SUP" ol(s) 
E 

>0 in probability by Corollary 4.2.2. 

(vi) Fis done similarly to E. 

(vii) G (t) = 1/2ß2 DX (xß (t» ex (xß (t)) (vß (t) 
, vß (t) ) Zur 1o Vp ýetMs), 

Thus, 

sup JIG(t), `H < 1/202 NK 1tivp it)11 2 
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Since, by corollary 4.2.2, supjv_, (t)IE tends to zero 

in probability this is also true of supilv_ (, -)112 E ' ßý 

(viii) H (t) = ft 1/2 e-ßSDX'(xß (s) )oX (xß (s)) (fÖ eßrldW (r) , dW (s) ) 

Hence, by 1.3.1 (x), 

ýfW : SuPjjH (t 
.w 

)II 
H 

4AE fp e-2ýSE11 [DX (x (s))aX (x0 (3) ) 
24 E 

(J eß1IdW (r)) 3 GZ7 ds 

`= 4A Ö 
e-2 

ßýfi Ef DX (xß (s) )o X (xß (s)) (Ö 
RrldW (r) (1') iý H- 

4 ýl 
. dý . 

: 4j' e4-2ßs 

9A2 Re-2ßs 

E2Ef0 4 

(trL)2(NK)2 
4ß T 

trL (NK) 2& fý eßrldW (r) II2 ds 

trL (NK) 2 f0 e2ßr (trL) drds 

(AE) 24. fý e-2ßs (e2ßs-1) ds 

)2 <R (trL. 11. K. AE 
4 ßU 

--. > o. 

(ix) I is similar to H. 

(x) J(t) = 1ý_ fptDX(x(s))0DX(x(s))ox(x(s)) (v(s), v(s), vß(s)) 
`ß ds ý-v vo t-ec ti up 

Thus, 

, 
A1GJ : supIli(t)11H >Qj < 

X (x (s))onx (x (s)) ox (x (s) ) 

4ß E (vß (s) vß (s) vß (s))112 d 
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R2 fý N4KýývR (s) l1 
E 

ds 

4 04C2 . 

N44 SRP32 3ds by remark 2.2.12 
4ß 

>0. 

(xi) K is similar to J. 

(xii) sup ýIL(t)I, 
H 

fý (JK+NL)ýýxß(s)-x(s)`ýýý (m4) 2 ds 

Hence,. 

sup(tL (t)It 
Fi>E3< 12 

F 

(JK+NL) 2m4 fÖ R((x (s) -x (s)fl 2 
ýs 

-:. O. 

(4.2.5) Example 

Arnold,. Horsthemke and Lefever [1] consider the influence 

of fluctuations on the concentra. tions of catalysts in, e. g., 

chemical reactions. The 'white noise' stochastic differ- 

ential equation which they obtain in 2.8 is, 
(4.2.6) 

dx(t) = (2-x(t))dt + x(t) (1-x(t))dW(t), (Wis a Brownian 
motion on R) 

which they consider as an Ito - equation. 

The corresponding 'coloured noise ' differential equation 

is described in 3.5 and 3.6 of [1]. 'Let v be an 0--U velocity 

process on R, 

dv0 (t) = -ßvß (t) + Pdw (t) , 
and consider, 

14 
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(4.2.7) dxß (t) =[ (? -xß (t) )- vß (t). xß (t) (1-xß (t) ) ]dt, 

i. e. dxß (t) = xß (t) (1-xß (t)) vý (t) dt + (? -xß (t) ) dt 

=Y (x (t) ) vß (t) +V (x (t) ) at. 

Let xß be a solution of 4.2.7 with xß(0)= xo e F, and let 

x be a solution of, 

- ---I 

(4.2.8) dx(t) = X(x(t))dW(t) +. V(x+'ý; )di: x(0) = x0. 

Note that since the coefficients are not globally Lipschitz 

or bounded we cannot Ppp1y 4.1.1 or 4.2.3 but we use Theorem 

4.3.4 (after which this example logically belongs) to show that 

x tj converges to x in the sense of that theorem. 
Note that if c is the variance of the Brownian 

motion W we can rewrite 4.2.8 as the Ito s. d. e., 

(4.2.9) ax (t) = (2-x(t))dt + x(t) (1-x(t))dW(t) 

+c (1-2x (t)) x (t) (1-x (t)) dt, 
T 

which would have corresponded to 4.2.6 had Arnold et al. 

considered-that equation in the sense of Stratonovic. 

ý 3. Convert ence on Manifolds 

This, section is taken from Elworthy ['-r] where the result 

is proved for piece-wise 'linear approximations. 

We will embed a suitable manifold ,M, in a, Hilbert 

space and use the result of jý2. Firstly we need the following 

results whose proofs may be found. in Elworthy [ 1- ]. 
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(4.3.1) Lemma 

For a complete separable metric space M and a finite 

measure space ) suppose yeE (SL, q ; C([a, b]; M)) . 

Then for each e >O there is a compact subset Kg of M and 

aE e- such that 

(i) p(sIE) > p. (Q. ) -as 
(ii) ii. » e. L2 y (w, t) e Kg V' t e[a. b]. 

(4.3.2) Lemma 

Let i: N ->M be a closed C embedding of a manifold 
3 

N into a manifold M. Suppose the S. D. S. (X, z) on M has 

XIi(N) tangent to i(N) thus inducing an S. D. S. (Y, z) on N 

such that TioY(n, e) = X(i (n) , e) . 

Then, any locally regular solution, 

x LaS)xa-->M of dx=Xdz, x(a)e i(N), 

is equivalent to one of the form joy where 

y: [a,, ) xfl- -->N is a locally regular solution of dy--. Ydz 

with i" y (a) =x (a) . 

(4.3.3) Lemma 

Let (. U 
, .) be a finite measure space and Ma 

separable metrizable space which admits a complete metric. 

Then the topology of convergence in measure on 

Lo(. 6 ; M) is independent of'the choice of metric on M. 

We can now prove, 
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(4.3.4) Theorem 

For 0>O let (z,, v0) be an 

space E, based on the Brownian 

Let M be a separable, metri! 

suppose that we are given a C2 

a C1 vector field V on M. 

0-U process on a Hilbert 

motion W on E. 

table C3 manifold, and 

section X of HomM (E, TM) and 

Let x: [0, S) xQ... >M be a maximal solution of 

dx(t) = V(x(t) )dt + x(x(t))aw(t) with x(o) = x0 a M. 

Let xß : [O, ßß) x SL -->M be maximal solutions to the family 

of ordinary differential equations, 

d (xß (t)) =v(: ca (t) ) dt +; (xR (t)) vß (t) dt, 

with xß (0) = x0. 

Define SL, 
_ _ 

Iw 
eil, t<, ý(w)3 

Then, 

xß3 converges to x in measure as ß tends to infinity 

in the sense that for te [O,, R], 6>0 and any metric d on 

, M4 en- t: sup d(xß(sei), x(s, w))>E1 >0 as ß >(e, 
0<s<t 

In particular t, l 
ß ->t in measure on fl as ß ->w. 

Proof 

Let i: M ->H be a closed C3 embedding of M into a 

Hilbert space H. We extend X onto H as follows, -. Let 
J Ua, paj be a partition of unity on H such that f UaQi(M)1 

is subordinate to an atlas 
f Va , ßa1 of m in the sense that 

Ua(1i(M)Ci(Va). 
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We define Xa : UaxE >TH to be identically zero if 

Ua fi (M) =1. Otherwise, Uaij i (M) 
1 

36 
a(VC)xG where 

Gis a Banach space and J (u) = (jl (u) ,j2 (u)) = (JSa (m) 
,j2 (u) ) 

if u= i(m). We define, on Um %i (M) , 

Xa (u) = TiO X (ýSa oj1 (u)) = TioX (m) . 

We can extend Xa smoothly to Ua. 

Then XH = pa. Xa : HxE >TH has the property chat for 

meM, XH(i(m)) = TioX(m). 

Vi construct the vector field VH on H similarly. 

Define xH : [0,00 xEL H to be a maximal solution of 

dxH = XH (xH) dW + 1f(xH) dt , xH (0) =i (x0) ', 

and xß : [O, j ß) X. CL-->H to be a- family of maximal solutions 
11 to the family of o. d. e: s dxý = XH (xß) výdt + y, (xä) dt, xß (ß) =i (}: 

e) . 

Then, for te [O, R) we define yt ee(. C1, t, 
°St; C ([0, t]; H) ) 

by yt (43)(3) = xH (s , W) . 

By Lemma4.3.1 , given £. > 0 there exists a compact 
Ktc H. and rLtCQt such that 

E) F/2. 
'tt (ii) iýw e 'xH(s. w) e Ke(d se [O. t31 

Let A=M, id) , wo c? 
h) be a regular localization for 

XH with Ke Wo and W bounded. Then XKA. and DXH are bounded 

and globally Lipschitz (and hence D2XUA is bounded)»: 
_.. I 
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Also, V is bounded and globally Lipschitz. 

Let xß correspond to XH and xH with XH and VH 

replaced by XFH. A_ and VH A. . 

Let's 
ß: fl.. > [O, R) be the first exit time of x0 from 

Wo and suppose 0<-9'<d(Kt, H\Wo) where, d is the natural metric 

on H. From Theorem 4.2.3, letting. C-(P, J') =fw : sup d (xß (s) x (s))>c'3ý 
O<s<t 

there exists 14>0 s. t. N =>/L(SZ-(ß, C)) < E/2. 

Hence for >N and ca e. n. EýS1-(ß, ý 

we have that 'ýß(w) >t which gives that, 

Xß(s. W) = xß(sp) O<s<t a. a. c. +eS2-gýSý-(ß, ý"ý. 

Thus if ß>N, 

µ. ýw E9.. t sup d(xß (s) , xH (s)) >Sj < 
1 O<s<t 

o (a -at)3 

< 

Lemma 4.3.2 shows that xH = iox a. s. and the corresponding 

result for o. d. e. c shows that xý = ioxß almost surely. 

Also, d: Hxx -> R restricts to a metric on i(M). 

Thus using the metric a (n; m) = d(i (n) ,i (m)) on M we have 

ýu. 
foe-C 

t: sup @(X0 (s, c, >) x(s, (. -%) O<s<t 
Hence Lemma 4.3.3 shows that the result holds for any metric 

on M. 

Note that this t1porem applies not only to the manifold cps(.., 
but also to non-globally Lipschitz X (e. g. example 4.2.5). 
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(4.3.5) Example 

Let M be a Riemannian manifold modelled on ,n and 

x an 0-U process on M starting at xo formed by 'rolling' 

a Euclidean O-U process as in ý3.3. 

The lift xß of xß to ON satisfies, 

dxß =9 (maß) vßdt + 'f (xß) dt , Xcß (0) = uo©1::: 1(x0) 

where tI is the lift of a vector field V on M to O(M). 

Let x be the Brownian motion on M whose lift x to O(M) 

satisfies, 

dx =9 (x)dW + V(x)dt 
, 

h(0) = u0 et-1 (x0) , 

X'(t) : &'Lt --. - 0 (M). 

Then, by Theorem 4.3.4 , for any metric a on 0(M) and 

E>0, 

, 4Wett-t: sup ä(x(s, w) x0 (s, (a)) >Eý --> 0 as ß tends 
0<s<t 

to infinity , for all te [0, R]. 0 

We choose a Riemannian metric on 0(M) such that, 

(i) Huo (M) I Vu0 (M) Vua0 (M) f 

(ii) Tuý is an isometry from Hu0 (M) to Tt(u) M; 

(iii) the metric is invariant under 0(n). 

This Riemannian metric on ON generates a distance function 

ä on ON which makes o(M) into a metric space. Let d be 

the metric on M generated by the original Riemannian metric 

on M. Then we certainly have a(u, v) > d(t(u), 'r(v)) for u, veO(M). 
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In particular, remembering that x. =tax and xß = 'to xR 

we have shown, 

/4fweSZt.: sup d(x(s, w), xß(s, w))>F-I ->0 
0<s<t 

as ß-> cc for all te [0, R]. 

4. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Processes in Force Fields 

" 
Let ß>O and b: E --ý, E be Cl and globally Lipschitz, 

and. globally bounded 
b (e) ýIE < KIle IIE V e, e E. 

Define (z ß, 
vß) to be the O-U. process in a force field on 

E, 

dzß = vßdt , zß(0) = zo eE (4.4.1) 
dvß = -ßvFdt + ßb (zß) dt + 1aW 

, vß (0) = vv eE 

(cf. Nelson [7J). 

Consider, 

(4.4.2) dx0 =b (xß) dt '+ vßdt , xß (0) = zo, 

(= V (:: ) dt +X (xß)vßdt) 

and, 

(4.4.3) dx =b (r. ) dt +IdW ,x (0) = 

Throughout this section we assume 

space. We can apply Theorems 4.1.1 an 

to show that xß tends to x as ß tends 

the senses of both of those theorems. 

done. 

ZQ 

that E is a Hilbert 

d 4.2.3 to x and xß 

to infinity , in 

We will assume this 
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(4.4.4) Theorem 

zß tends to x as ß tends to infinity in the senses of both 

Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.2.3. 

Proof 

We will prove the result for ý2 convergence. The other 

result follows by considering each of'the terms we derive 

' individually 3s in the proof of-Theorem 4.2-36- 

.0 

We assume that vo = zo = 0. This is simply to reduce 

the number of expressions we derive, - any terms involving 

either of these can easily. be seen to have small L2 norm 

for large 

From 4.4.1 we have 

vß (t) = ßW (t) - 0X6 t 
vß (s) ds +ß j6tb (zF (s)) ds. 

We apply Lemma 2. 2.13 to give 

vß (t) = ßW (t) + ßf0 b (zß (s)) ds - Aft e-H 
(t-s) 

[ßW(s)+ßfOSb(zß (r) )dr]ds. 

Integrati ng this by parts using 1.2.6 we get, 

vß (t) = ße-ßt f0 eßsIdW (s) + ße-ßtfý eßSb (zß (s) ) ds 

(4.4.5) = vß (t) + ße-ßtJ eßsb ( zß (s)) ds. 

Thus,. *, 4(t) 
= ft vß (s) ds 

ft vß (s) ds + P S6 e-Ps SO eßrb (zß (r)) drds 

I 
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(4.4.6) = zß (t) - e-ßtfý eßsb(zß (s) )ds 4 

+ f0b(z. (s))ds. 

Thus noting that we may rewrite 4.4.2 as 

xß (t) = zß (t) + fOtb (x (s) )ds, we have 

(4.4.7) zß (t) - xß (t) = fo [b (xF (s)) -b (xß (s) ) ]ds - 

- e-ßtf' eßsb (zß (s) ds. 

Now, 

ýý z (t)ýý < zß (t)il + So KfJ Zß (S)I' ds + 

e -ßtJ eP6Kl1zß (s)ll ds 

fo ý zß (s)Il ds. <ý zß (t)ll + 2K 

It is easily seen from Lemma 2.2.4 that 1I zß (t)tj is 

bounded for all te [O, R] and >0 

Il zß (t) jj <M, say. 

Thus zß (t)Iý <M+ 2K J6' IIzo (s)u ds 

< M( 1+ e2KR) by applying Lemma 2.2.13. 

We have shown that Ilzß (t)f I is bounded for all 0>0 and te[O, R]. 

(4.4.8) zß (t)Ii <N, say. 

From 4.4.7 and 4.4.8 we have, 

llzß (t). - xß (t)1I < fc K I1z0 F (s) r- xß (s)Il ds +e-Otfp eßSKIIzý (s)jl ds 
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< KN/P + KJt Jlz, (s) - xß (s)II ds for te [0, R]. 

An application of Gronwall's lemma yields that _.. 

t`zß (t) - xß (t)j` tends to zero as tends to infinity, 

unformly for te [O. R]. 

This , together with the result forpxß (t) -x (t)JI 

obtained by applying Theorem 4. l. l, gives the result. 

Next we will show that Theorem 4.1.1 will still hold 

if we replace Zr. and vv by zý and VP respectively, and x 

by the "obvious" expression given below. 

Let X and V satisfy the conditions of that theorem. We 

define xß , xß and x to be the maximal solutions of 

the differential equations (the first 2 are families of 

o. d. e. s and the third is an s. d. e. ), 
.. 

(4.4.9) 

dxF (t) =X (xF (t)) vF (t) dt +V (xF (t)) dt xF (0) =xoeH1 ßßßßß 

dxß (t) =X (xß (t)) vß (t) dt +X (xß (t)) b (zß (t)) dt + 

+ V(xß(t))ei t, xß(0)=x000 

dx(t) = X(x(t))dW(t) + X(x(t))b(W(t) )dt + 

+ V(x(t))dt , x(0)=xo. 

Note that xß and x do not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 

4.1.1 but, 

(4.4.10) Lemma 

I, xß (t) - 
X(t)1l>0 as 0 tends to infinity, uniformly 

for te [0, R]. 
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Proof 

The proof is nearly the same as that of Theorem 4.1.1. 

The only diffeice is that in 4.1.10 we have the extra 

term, 

J (X(x0(s))b(z0(s)) - X(x(s))b(W(s)))ds 

= ftX(xß(s)) (b(z, ý(s)) r b(W(s)))ds + 

+ fý (X(xý(s)) - X(x(s)))b(W(s))ds. 

The first of these terms has 4ý2 norm which tends to 

zero . as r tends to infinity ( uniformly over t e[O, R]) since 

X is globally bounded and zp (t) tends to W (t) in L2-norm 

by Theorem 2.2.5. 

The second term has X 2-norm 

< Cons t. J 11 xF(s)-x(s)I ds 

since we have assumed that b is globally bounded. Hence, 

we can, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 , apply 

Gronwall's Lemma, as usual, to obtain the result. 
he 

(4.4.11) Theorem 

With the above notation and assumptions, 

lI x (t) - x(t)II -->0, uniformly for te [0, R] as tends 

to infinity. 

Proof 

Using Lemma 4.4.10 we may restrict our attention to 

xý(t) - xý(t). 
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We will assume that V is identically zero as in the proof 

of Theorem 4.1.1. We also assume that xo=0, zo=vo=0. 

None of these assumptions is necessary, but they simplify 

the expressions, which we will derive. 

From equations 4.4.9 we have, 

x; (t) =J X(xý(s))4(s)ds 

=r 10tX(4(s))v, ý(s)ds +f fieSX(xý(s)) fÖeerb(4(r))drds 

using equation 4.4.5. 

We integrate this by parts to give, 

x (t) = otx(x (s))v,,, (s)ds - e-? tX(xF(t))f'0tb(xF(s))eesds + 

+ fOtX(xp(s))b(zl& (s)) ds +' 

+ f0tDX(xe (s) ) X(xý(s))v4(s) (e-ýs. 

fÖ 0 rb (z (r) ) drds) . 

Thus 4(t) 
i.; xis(t) = f6 (x(xis (s)-x(xcp(s)v, ý(s)ds 

JX (s)) (b(zý(s))-b(zg(s)))ds 

+ fÖ (X(xlý (s))-X(Xe(s)))b(zl(s))ds 

- e-ýt X (xl! 
>(t) 

)J0 Sb (zý (s) ) ds 

+J DX(xý(s)) x(xp(s))v (s) (e_TSfge rb(z (r))dr)ds. 

As at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 we rewrite 

the first term on the R. H. S. of 4.4.12 as 
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f0 (x(x, (s) )- x(x, ý(s)))dW(s) - (x(xý(t))-X(x1(t)))vý (t) 

+1 fö (DX(xý(s))oX(4(s) )v (s) - 

DX (xe (s) )0 X (xý(s) ) (va (s) +b (z., (s))) ) 

v (s) ds. 

The first two of these terms are easy to deal with, and the 

last, term becomes, on application of equation 4.4.6, 

1 Set (Dx(4(s))0X(xF(s))-Dx(xp(s)) X(x, g(s))) (v. ý(s), v�(s))ds 
11 

+ fö (DX (Ye (s)) ox (x (s))) (e-e's eprb (z (r) ) dr) (ve (s) ) ds 

-1f, Dx(xp(s))oX(xt(s)) (b (zp (s) ))v, (s) ds. 

The last two of these terms are no problem since b is 

gldbally bounded and 11 vp(s) Il tends to zero as 13 tends to 
q, 

infinity (uniformly for se [O, R]) by Lemma 2.2.10. 

The first term is dealt with similarly to the last term 

of 4.1.6 and will become a number of terms of type 

plus 

2S0 [Dx(x (s))ax(xF ý(s)) -Dx (x, ß(s)) ox(x, R(s)) ] (dw(s) , dw(s)). 

The rest of the proof follows the last part of the proof 

of Theorem 4.1.1. 

(4.4.13) Remark 

There is no difficulty( despite the lengths of the 

0 

expressions and the tediousness of the calculations) in extending 

the results of Lemma 4.4.10 and Theorem 4.4.11 to show 
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convergence in the sense of Theorem 4.2.3. Thus we have, 

(4.4.14) Theorem 

If in Theorem 4.3.4 we replace (zr, v, ý) by (zp, v) 

x? by xp and x by the x of 4.4.10 the results of that 

theorem still hold. 

Proof 

The proof of Theorem 4.3.4 relies on Theorem 4.2.3 

for the. convergence of xp to x. By remark 4.4.13 this 

theorem still holds for x, and the x we consider above. 

0 
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A5. Uniform Approximation , 

The method of- this section' is taken from Elworthy [5]. 

Let M be a compact Coo finite dimensional manifold of dimension 

m. For s>m/2 we can consider the space Hs(M; M) of maps 

from M to M of Sobolev class Hs = W2's. HS(M; M) is a 

Hilbert manifold. For s>r/2 +1 we let (D S denote the open 

subset of Hs(M; M) consisting of diffeomorphisms. We need the 

following' facts which may be found in Ebin and Marsden [19]: - 

(j) oVs is a Cc* manifold and is a topological group under 

the action of composition; 

(ii) define, for he s Rh ;. q s 
-ios by Rh(ot)zAoh. 

then Rh is Cs °° 

(iii) for a C°° manifold N the map 15r : Hs+r(M; N)YOs (M)->Hs (MIN) 

defined by dr(f, h) = feh is Cr re Ili t 

(iv) the tangent space Thais to cDs at he dDs may be 

identified with the Hilbertable space of H maps 
s 

f :M> TM with tr of (m) =h (m) VmeM. In particular 

T GO S 
may be identified with HS (M; TM) . 

Let X be a section 

E with a Brownian motii 

that the vector fields 

By (iv) X( )e lies 

identity. 

We define S: g)SxE 

of HomM (E, TM) (for a Hilbert space 

Dn defined onit as A1.3) and assume 

X( )e are of class Hs+2 VeeE. 

'in TidoV s+2 where id .: M-14 is the 

-->TO2)S by 
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(4.5.1) R(h, e) (y) = X(h(y) )e , or , equivalently, defining 

Xi to be the vector field X( ) ei (for an o. n. basis ei of E), 

(4.5.2) Ri (h) = (Rh) X1 = 02(X h) taking N=TM in (iii). 

Since ý62 is C2 and X is C2 R is C2 and is also right 

invariant. For a vector field V on M of class Hs+l we 

define a right invariant vector field Q on ks in the same 

WRY 

(4.5.3) (h) = (Rh)k V= 02 (V, h) 

Then (ii) together with the right invariance of 

and the existence of inverses in o9 s can be used to show 

that there exists a 'uniform cover' for (Z®V, W(Dt) on oa s 

(see Elworthy [4 ]) 

Thus there is a solution of df _ ZdW +Vdt, (0) =id: M> M, 

with infinite explosion time, 

P: [0,00) xCL --ds ., r(0) = id. 

For xo eM we define the evaluation map :P 

by evx (h) =h (xo) . evx is COO. 
00 

Let , 
%& = ((U, j6) , Uo, )) be a localisation of (X®V, W®t) 

on 'M and extend jd to a C2 map 'I" :M -> Rm. 

Applying the Ito formula (see Elworthy [ 4- ] to ?v evx (9(t) ) 
0 

we get, 
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'to evx (2r (t) )_ 't ' (xo) + fOt3C A(I'vev 2 (s)) dW (s ) 
0` x0 

+ fýtVý(i'ýevXO (s) )ds 

+2 Si trL (DX4(yo evvO (p (s))) (xß(1'. evv) (2'(s»» ds 

and hence evx ef( is a solution of 
0 

dx =X dW +V dt ,X (O) = x0. 

We will apply the approximation of Theorem 4.3.4 to 

d. 7 = RdW + Vdt on oV s. We define 7p on a) s to be the family 

of solutions to the o. d. e. s on S 

df, = g(1111 )vvdt + V(FjL)dt, 

where v l& is our usual O-U process on E. Then f, 
stends to 

as r tends to infinity, in the sense of Theorem 4.3.4. 

In particular, 

(4.5.4) Theorem 

If M is compact and X, V are C°° ( in Theorem 4.3.4) 

we define "p : [0, oo) x. CL--> C°°(M; M) to be a representation 

of the flow of the family of o. d. e. s on M, 

dxý =X (xp) vvdt +V (x. ) dt. 

We give C°°(M; M) the topology of uniform. convergence of all 

derivatives. Then, as 11 tends to infinity, f-p converges 

uniformly on [0, R] in probability , to a map 

: [O, -o) x. CL-->C°°(M; M) which is a version of the flow of the 

s. d. e. dx = X(x)dW + V(x)dt 
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CHAPTER FIVE. PIECEWISE LINEAR APPROXIMATION 

Let E, Eo ,H and W be the objects of Neidhardt's 

stochastic integral as in S1.3. We assume that E is a Hilbert 

space in order to be able to apply Proposition, 1.3.6. We 

take, as usual , 
[0, R] to be contained in the index set 

of W. Let rr be a (Cauchy) partition of [0, R], 

n ='(tl,..... tm+l)'. 0=t1<.... <tm+l = R. 

. We define the piecewise linear approximation-to W on 

Eo Wtt : [0, R] x D. -> E0 by, 

wn (s'ý') -.. (tj+l-tj) -1[ (t j+1-s) W (t j . w) - (s-t j) (w (t 

for t<s<t j+l 

" Let X and V be objects satisfying the conditions at the 

start of 94.1 (although we do not need the global boundedness 

of D2X) ,X: E -> L (Eo; E) and V: E >E ( note that the 

objects in J4.1 are defined over a Hilbert space H and the 

E of that section is the Eo of this section. 

Let x: [0, R] xC�- >E be the solution of the s. d. e. , 

" -' dx(t) =X(x(t))dW(t) + V(x(t) ) dt , x(0) = xo et2 (Sl.. °j ; E) , 

which exists by Theorem 1.1.4 ( or , writing the equation in 

its Ito form , by Theorem 1.3.5) and satisfies, 

(5.1) x(t) = x0 + fOtV(x(s) ) ds + fOtX(x(s))dW(s) + 

+ IS, t trL(DX(x(s))OX(x(s)))ds. 

ti 
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For 0<s<t<R, 

jýx(t)-x(s)j( 2< 3AStV(x(r))dr112 + 31(Jtx(x(r))dw(r)112 + 

+4 fs trL (DX (x (r) )oX (x (r))) drlf 2 

<3 (t-s) 2G2 
+ 3AEK(trL) (t-s) + 

+3 m4 (NK) 
4 

where the constants are those of 94.1. This gives that 

x is ? -Holder continuous as 
.a 

map from [0, R] into 

2 2(iZ, 
; E). 

In particular, if trn is a sequence of partitions of 

[O, R] such that mesh(vn) tends to zero as n tends to infinity 

then 

ýX6c(ti)Xw(ti+1)-W(ti)) 
-J X(x(s))dW(s) 

= 9. r, i+l (x (x (ti)) -X (x (t))) dW (t) 

tends to zero in t2 
-norm as n tends to infinity.. The same 

is true, from the proof of Proposition 1.3.7, of 

gDX(x(ti))dX(x(ti)) (W(ti+l)-W(ti). W(ti+l)-W(ti) ) 

- JOtrL(DX(x(t))eX(x(t)))dt. 

(5.2) Theorem 

For each partition n of [0, R] let x: [0, R]xfl - >E be 
71 

the solutions of the family of o. d. e. s (indexed by w), 

(5.3) dx (t) =X (x (t) ) dw (t) 
ät'T TM at 

+ v) , 0<t<R , xit (0) =x0. 
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Then xn converges to x in"L2-norm, uniformly for te [0, R], 

as mesh n tends to zero. 

Remark A more general class of piecewise smooth approximations 

has been considered , in finite dimensions, by Ikeda Nakao 

and Yamato []. 

Proof 
C43 

The line of proof will follow that in Elworth* which 
G Fz 

was extracted from that of McShaneAfor a more general class 

of approximations on the real line. 

For simplicity, as in much of Chapter Four , we consider 

V to be identically zero. 

For a fixed partition n of [0, R] we set 

y=x xj =x(tj) , Yj =y(tj) . 6jt=tj+1-tj 
and 

)- W(t j) . 
ýjw = w(tj+l 

Then, Taylor's theorem gives, 

Yj+l - yj = Dy(tj)lý jt + fo (1-s)D2y(t+s, t) (, t,,, -'l t)as 

= x(yj)4 jw + fo (1-s)Dx(y(t+sA jt)ýx(yj+sZSit) 
(e w, ,& W) as 

on application of 5.3. 

I 

Hence, 
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k-1 
Yk - Yl = Lis (Y j+l-Yj ) 

j=1 
k-1 k-1 

'4, X(yj)ý jW +2 DX(Yj)°X(Yj) (4 jW, 4 jW) + Ak _k 
j=1 3=1 
k-1 1 

where Ak = So (1-s)[DX(y(tj+svjt))oX(y(tj+sE t)) - j=1 
- DX(yj)*X(yj) W, /S jW)ds. 

Using 5.1, 

k-1 
(5.4) y) - xk = A}, -s- (X(yj)-X(xj ))d jW 

J=l 
k-1 

+9 (DX(yj)0x(yj)-Dx(xi)ox(xi)) (dýW, W) 

+ Sk + Tk 

where 
k-1 

sk =' xtxW - fQk k x(x(t))dw(t) 
= k-1 

and Tk -' DX(xi)0X(xj) (41 W. Lý vi) -ik trL(DX(xtt))ah(x(t)))dt. 

We have seen, in the remarks preceding the statement of the 

theorem, that both Sk and Tk tend , in 'ý2-norm, to zero 

as mesh TT tends to zero. It is not hard to see that this 

convergence is uniform in k. We call terms satisfying this 

convergence, condition e(, r) (cf. P-(P) in the, proof of Theorem 

4.1.1). 

For 0<S<1, 

E[Iy(tj+sQ 

Eu, rOSx(y(tj+rA jt}) fA wdrl, E 
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E (f' K 1ý QjW JJE 

0 
dr) 

4 

< K4EII1 Wff E 

0 

i5.5) = K4C1ý jt)2 m4" 

Now, 
k-1 1 

t! Akit = 1t 
j=1 

fp (1-s) [DX (y (t. +sg t)) ox (y (t j+s /j 

- DX(yj)ox(yj) I(4jW. b. W)dsJ/ 

<mil 
1 J (DX(f(tj+s1 jt))oh(y(tj+sA . t)) - j=l 

- DX(yj)°x(yi )) (o jw, biva)I1 ds 

<9 fQ (EC (JKfNr) 2y (ti+sa 
jt) -yj 

1 
i(A jW 

3) gas 

j=1 0 

i <0 (JK+N F) (ECiiY(tj+ýa 
. t)-y. JfE'E[t 

ijA jwfj°7 j-1 0 
ds 

k-1 1 (JK+NF) 
.' 

j0 (K4 (lýjt)2 rn4 (Qjt)4 m8 ) wds 

j-1 
k-1 

(JK+Ný) K 4, (m, ým8) " (L t) 3/Z 
j=1 

--> 0 as mesh rr ---> 0, 

where ma = SE 11 y4l 
11 9(y) < °° by Fernique's theorem. 

0o 

Hence we have shown that Ak is E(1r). 

Next we consider, 
k -l ýzj Uk -J 

1(X(yj)-X(Xj))Lý jw. 

Set N (s )= sup JI y (r) -x (r)j` 
, 0<s<R. 

O<r<s 

2 k-1 2,6 Then ``Uk, ( <AS EJyX(yj)-X(xj)}jy jt by (vii) d 1.3.1 
ý=1 
2k-1 2 

< AEF jly 
j -x j 

l1 nt 
j=1 
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k-1 
< AN F2 N(tj)2ýjýt 

j=1 

AE F2 Jk 14 (s) gds 

since N(s) is non-decreasing. 

Now we consider, 
k- 

( DX = (DX(yX(yj) -- DX(xj)0 X(: cj)) (A . w, . w) 'C' 4 
j=1 

11 Vkl(< 
k (JY-f NF) (ECllyj-ýjllrl(QJ1) 2 
li+1 0 

= (JK+NF) (E CEt E ll yj -xj I1E 1l, 
,3 

VII1 E J =l o 
k-1 it 

= 
jý1(JK+NF) 

(E[1`Yj-XJIIE EtjIIL jWýiE0 

k1 
= (JK+Nr }ýr^ yj-xjl) j. t (m4 

< (JK+NF) (m4) fÖk N(s)ds. 

Returning to 5.4 we now have, 

31) 2 
])2 since gi and 

xj arer--t--measur ble 
3 

.x+ 
[Fa 2 

+R (Jl, +NF) (m ) 
,, 
ýrtk N (sods. y Ij 

E4O 

Now, if tk<t<tk+l then x (t) -xk is r(Tr) by the uniform 

continuity of x: [O, R] --ýoý" (ý -, °g c . ; E) and y(t)-yk is 2(n) 

by 5.5. 

Thus, 

x(t)[<`lL(r4 {FA +Fc7K+NF) (m4) Ok N(s? ds 

and so, 

y(t)-x(t), ý < E(Tr)l, + [FAE 'I+R (JK+N(rn4)2J JJt ý N(s)2cis 

giving, 
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rr (t) 
2< 2I\ E(rr)1j 2+ 2[FAEZ+R (JK+NP) (m4) '3 

2ýN (s) las. 

Then an application of Gronwall's lemma shows, 

N(t) tends to 0,, uniformly in [0, R] as mesh rr tends 

to zero, as required. 

(5.7) Theorem 

Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2, 

(f to: sup 11x, 
1 

(t) -. x (t)1I 
E> cl >0 as. mesh i tends to zero. 

O<t<R 

Proof 

we retain the notation of the proof of the previous 

theorem. We have, 

yk _ ý: k- Ak + "'. k + Tk + U} _+ Vl, -. 

Property (x) of 1.3.1 gives that 

k-1 
I 

p1co : suPIIUkllE>tj < 4AE ý'iýX{ý'j)`Y{yj)jlý Qjt 

2 }=1 

OM-1 2 
<JJX dýtC rl. ý 

tends to zero as mesh r, tends to zero by Theorem 5.2 

sup(ýVkttE < 2, (JK+NF)Iyj-X3jEIIA. ]W, iE k j=1 0 

Thous, 

2 11 2 
yýW : sup 

m-1 
l'(Vk'\E ýJ >< 12 (JK+NF) (yj-x 

EIlA jl E 
E J61 0 
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< (JK+NF)L5 2, (E[Ilyj-xj(IEl! 1 jWIjEJ)2)2 
2 j=1 0 

2 m-1 `() (ECllyj-XjllE(. Qjt)2m4ý)2)2 

2 2 mI -1 
<() (j ltyj-xjll(m4)2 ýjt) 

La 
< (+NF) 2 

Rm4 f0RN (t) 2dt 

E2 
tends to zero as mesh rr tends to zero by Theorem 5.2. 

M-1 1 
supltAkljE <, f0 (Dx (y (t j+s p jt) ) ox (y (t j+s jt) )- 

k j=1 

- DX (y j) 0X (y j)) (16 jw, Q J W)JI E ds 
m-1 =lfo (JK+NF) Iy (tj +s A jt) - yJJE11L W1E0 ds 

and hence 
M-1 fW: 

supllAkIIE < 12u ýlf6 (Jx+NF) Ily (t j+s O jt) -y j ýýE. 
j I12 11 

16JWIIE ds 
0 

(m4m8) 
1 

(JK+NF) 2K2R2. 
meshtr 

(by the proof of Theorem 5.2) 

--->O as mesh n tends to 0. 

k- 
sk = ftj+l (x(x(tj))-X(x(t)))aw(t) 

J=1 ý 
= fýtk (X (xn (t) )-x (x (t))) dW (t) where xn (t) =x (t j) 

for t j<t<t j+l 
Thus (x) of 1.3.1 gives, 

: supll SkI1E > 4AE JOýiX(X, 
n(t))-X(x(t))jy2dt kq- 2 

< 4AE F2 fÖ jx (t) -x1 (t)II 2dt (trL) 

which tends to zero by the uniform continuity of x. 
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We are left with Tk. We know that Tk tends to zero as 

mesh rr tends to zero , in 42. The results of Elworthy [ ], 

particularly Lemma 5A of Chapter IV give that sup I( Tk1(E 
k 

tends to zero in measure as mesh tr tends to zero. 

For Y> 0 we setd'y(W) (co) = sup{I(W(t, w) -W(s, w)j_: It-sl<Y}a. e. CO 

Then a'-(W) tends to zero in measure as ii tends to zero, 

and it is easy to see that the same is true of cr'r(x) . 

Thus givenöi >O, ö2. >O there exists (. 
o e and 

>0 such that /&(D. 0) >1- ýý 

andýrmeshr <, weSLo k=1,...., m 

Iý 11 
kWlö 

e2-/K 

x (t) -xku < Yl- 
ý tk<t<tk+1 " 

Thus, by the mean value theorem, 

for w eiL 0 and meshw< E, Iy (t) -ykq <YYjtk<t<tk+l 

which completes. the proof. 

Remark Using this result we obtain a theorem whose statement 

and proof are almost the same as those of Theorem 4.3.4 

(cf. Theorem 4.4.14)« regarding the approximation of piece- 

wise linear paths on manifolds to Brownian motions 

on manifolds. 
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